
AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Three Birds Renovations: Dream Home How-To
Bonnie Hindmarsh, Erin Cayless and Lana Taylor

Jaw-dropping home transformation advice and secrets from the mega hit authors of Three Birds Renovations.

Description
Australia's favourite Birds are back with BIGGER home transformations, BOLDER extensions, BREATHTAKING new
builds and hundreds of new tips.

Jam-packed with reno goodness, this book is a visual feast overflowing with ideas and inspiration from Three Birds
projects in glorious detail, including their most ambitious new build to date: a family home that channels an idyllic island
getaway (year-round staycation, anyone?).

Go behind the scenes to see how the Birds make over their own spaces for work and play. First up, a tour of Three Birds
HQ guaranteed to spark ideas and help you turn a humble home office into boss-worthy territory. Next, their spin on
Christmas decorating - stuffed full of frugal and festive DIY hacks - will come in handy every year whether you rent, own
or live in a caravan.

The cherry on top of this inspiration smorgasbord comes courtesy of their very own savvy students! In a bonus chapter,
graduates of the Birds' super-popular online Reno School share images and advice from their own incredible projects -
dream spaces created using tips and money-saving tricks learned from the Three Birds. Proving, once again, that anyone
can make reno magic with the right know-how.

Why not you?

About the Author
Best friends for almost 20 years, Lana, Erin and Bonnie have seen each other through all the ups and downs of life:
meeting and marrying their husbands, starting families (they have nine beautiful children between them) and juggling
busy careers. But in 2014, they took a leap of faith together, quit their jobs and created Three Birds Renovations in pursuit
of a more fulfilling life - working for themselves, doing something they loved and with more family time. Within a few short
months of starting out they had successfully bought, renovated and sold their first property.

Fast-forward to today and the trio have transformed 14 houses, learned more than they ever could have imagined and
poured all that hard-earned knowledge into their online courses, The Reno School and Three Birds Styling School. Tens
of thousands of students are now designing and styling their homes using the Birds' words of wisdom. Their energy,
passion and vision have swept across Instagram and YouTube, turning the busy mums into social media sensations.
Their videos are now watched in over 110 countries and each new project graces the pages of Australia's leading home
magazine titles.

Lana, Erin and Bonnie's first book, Three Birds Renovations, was shortlisted for a 2019 Australian Book Industry Award
and is the country's bestselling home improvement title. This is their second book.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Three Birds Renovations
Erin Cayless, Bonnie Hindmarsh and Lana Taylor

Australia's no. 1 home improvement book

Description
Holy reno inspo!
Before & afters
Styling how-to's
Money-saving reno tips

'Australia's most fabulous renovators' Real Living magazine

When best friends Erin, Bonnie and Lana ditched their corporate careers to start Three Birds Renovations, they were
rookie renovators with big ideas. Today, with many incredible house transformations under their toolbelt, they're a power
trio turning neighbourhood ugly ducklings into swans.

If you lust over images of beautiful homes but feel stuck when it comes to your own space, these 'birds' have your back.
The book is packed with gorgeous details from their projects, friendly words of encouragement and more than 400 reno
tips to help you avoid budget blow-outs, manage trades and timelines, and style without stress. Whether you're starting
small or going all-in with a whole-home reno, this is destined to become one of the most useful books you own.

Turn your reno dreams into reality!

About the Author
Best friends for 15 years, Lana, Erin and Bonnie have seen each other through all the ups and downs of life; meeting and
marrying their husbands, starting families (they have nine beautiful children between them) and juggling busy careers. But
in 2014, they took a leap of faith together, quit their jobs and created Three Birds Renovations in pursuit of a more
fulfilling life - working for themselves, doing something they loved and with more family time. Within a few short months of
starting out they had successfully bought, renovated and sold their first property.

Fast-forward to today and the trio have transformed thirteen houses, learned more than they ever could have imagined
and poured all that hard-earned knowledge into their online renovation course, The Reno School. Thousands of Reno
School students are now designing their homes using the 'birds' words of wisdom. Their energy, passion and vision have
swept across Instagram and YouTube, turning the busy mums into social media sensations - their videos are now
watched in over 110 countries and each new project graces the pages of Australia's leading home magazine titles. Their
ever-increasing community of aspiring home renovators look to the Three Birds for their daily dose of reno inspo and
helpful how-to's.

Bonnie, Erin and Lana live, play and renovate in Sydney. This is their first book.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Dessert Game
Reynold Poernomo

Up your baking game with desserts that start simple through to adventure bakes, from MasterChef dessert
king and founder of KOI dessert bars with over 700k followers.

Description
Got a sweet tooth or someone to impress? Level up your dessert game with tried-and-tested recipes from modern-day
MasterChef legend Reynold Poernomo.

Perfect your butter cake, curd tart or creme caramel with Level 1. These are all the crowd pleasers and perfectly simple
desserts for beginners or aficionados, each with a 'Reynold twist', like pavlova flavour pairings or a honey glaze for your
cheesecake.

Kick it up a notch with Level 2, for swoon-worthy jar desserts, the perfect oozy lava cake or the ultimate praline tart. Step
by step, Reynold shows how each element is made so you can dream up your own combinations and increase your
confidence.

Are you an adventure cook? Or want to blow everyone's minds? Level 3 is an access-all-areas pass to the signature
dishes and secret recipes for white noise, onyx, magic mushrooms and more - these creations need to be seen (and
tasted) to be believed.

Including choose-your-own-flavour-adventure flowcharts, endless tips on substitutions and the inside skinny on kitchen
tools and specialty ingredients, The Dessert Game is everything you need for sweet, sweet victory at your place.

About the Author
Reynold Poernomo is the creative genius behind family business KOI Dessert Bar and the lovable finalist in MasterChef's
2020 Back to Win where millions of viewers were agog at Reynold's relentless pursuit of excellence. Reynold was named
a finalist in the Gault & Millau Pastry Chef of the Year awards in 2017, and was listed in Forbes Asia's 30 Under 30 that
same year. His boundary-breaking creations have attracted a collective following of over a million on social media.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Girl, Transcending
AJ Clementine

Real-world life lessons about acknowledging and celebrating all the things that make you unique, from TikTok
sensation, model and LGBTQI+ advocate, AJ Clementine.

Description
'When you're growing up and forming your sense of self, every casual comment adds up. A racist comment, a transphobic
joke, a slur whispered under someone's breath . . . it all piles up in the back of your brain, feeding the negative
perceptions you hold about aspects of your identity. That's why coming out to yourself is by far the hardest thing to do. At
least it was for me.'
-From Chapter 6

AJ Clementine always knew she was a girl. The problem was, she'd been born in a 'magical' shell that looked, on the
outside, like a perfect little boy. In her teens, this conflict between her outer and inner selves exploded, igniting years of
anxiety and panic attacks.

In Girl, Transcending, AJ shares the journey of her gender transition, what it was like to grow up Wasian in a blended
family, and her transformation into a model, digital creator and transgender advocate. Her advice, reflections and snippets
of inspiration offer a powerful tool to help us understand and celebrate what makes each of us unique, not only those in
the LGBTQI+ community but anyone finding their way in the world. Honest, positive and empowering, AJ shines a light on
her path to self-love and acceptance - the hardest bits, the parts we rarely see - in the hopes of a brighter, more inclusive
future for all.

'The world is a literal rainbow, and there are no limits on who someone can be, who they can love or where they can go.'
-From Chapter 7

About the Author
AJ Clementine is a TikTok and Instagram creator known for her LGBTQI+ advocacy, sense of humour and fashion
content. AJ is passionate about sharing her experiences of being transgender and helping the next generation feel
confident and supported in their journey.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Fairytale Cooking
Alexander Hoss-Knakal

Sixty recipes inspired by your favourite fairytales, including Little Red Riding Hood, Aladdin, Cinderella, The
Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast and The Snow Queen.

Description
With Fairytale Cooking, you can rediscover your favourite childhood fairytales then head to the kitchen to create your own
culinary wonderland.

Deliciously enticing recipes take you on a journey through Little Red Riding Hood's mysterious forests, across The Snow
Queen's glittering landscapes and into the ocean's depths with the Little Mermaid, where the menu has a distinctly fish
and seafood theme. From richly aromatic spiced lamb tagine fit for the sultan's palace in Aladdin, to an opulent hazelnut
and chocolate parfait from the king's ball in Cinderella - here are 60 recipes, created specifically with the home cook in
mind and designed to inspire you to cook and to dream.

Fairytales featured: Little Red Riding Hood - Aladdin - Cinderella - The Little Mermaid - Beauty and the Beast - The Snow
Queen.

About the Author
Born in Vienna, Alexander Hoss Knakal now lives in Klosterneuburg, Austria. He has studied with Werner Matt at the
Hilton Vienna Plaza, Michel Husser Le Cerf in Marlenheim, France, Hans Haas at Tantris in Munich, Germany and with
Daniel Boulud in New York. Since 1997, Alexander has been self-employed as a food stylist and recipe developer.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Fairytale Baking
Christin Geweke

Stunning giftable package featuring recipes for exquisite cakes and desserts fit for a princess or prince.

Description
Once upon a time, many moons ago, there was a little girl who discovered her love for baking … Thus begins author
Christin Geweke's culinary journey through magical bakes that make you dream of fairytale forests and are guaranteed to
be liked by the fussiest of cake eaters, just like the princess of the Princess and the Pea fame.
Here are recipes and exquisite photographs of forest berry ice cream cake, mini gingerbread kuglofs, marzipan chocolate
rolls, dreamy peach rose cups. Like old family recipes, fairytales and stories are also handed down from one generation
to the next. And delicious baking can delight the senses and bring back memories just like a good story, for both old and
young alike. Lose yourself in fairytales to while away the time until your goodies are ready to take out of the oven and
devour.

About the Author
Christin Geweke is a freelance cookbook editor, writer and passionate baker who is quite happy to spend any free time
she has in the kitchen, trying out new recipes. She lives in the countryside near Celle, in Germany, with her husband,
daughter, son and cat.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 1001 Days That Shaped the World
General Editor Peter Furtado

Fully updated for 2021, this is a comprehensive guide to those extraordinary moments that defined human
history, written by respected figures from the fields of science, history, and journalism.

Description
From the foundation of Rome on April 21, 753 B.C. to the Arab Spring of 2011, this newly updated edition of 1001 Days
That Shaped the World focuses on those truly pivotal moments that have changed the direction of world history. This
page-turner of a book summarizes each event with a dramatic descriptive article and memorable illustrations and photos.
Among the general categories of events described by historian Peter Furtado and his team of researchers and writers are
decisive battles, major natural disasters, historic assassinations, the hatching of political plots, artistic and cultural
milestones, and much more.

Here are stories of human achievement, high drama, and memorable tragedy, explained in terms of their physical,
cultural, social, or economic impact on the world. Supplemented with hundreds of evocative photos and illustrations.

About the Author
Peter Furtado was the editor of the highly regarded monthly history magazine History Today for 10 years. Over the last 30
years, Peter has written, broadcast and edited reference works across a broad range of historical subjects. He holds
degrees in History and Art History from Oxford University and is a fellow of the Royal Historical Society.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 1001 Ideas That Changed The Way We Think
Robert Arp

Fully updated for 2021, 1001 Ideas That Changed The Way We Think is a comprehensive guide to the most
interesting and imaginative thoughts from the finest minds in history.

Description
Ranging from the ancient wisdom of Confucius and Plato to today's cutting-edge thinkers, 1001 Ideas That Changed The
Way We Think offers a wealth of stimulation and amusement for everyone with a curious mind.

Within the pages of this book you will find a wide variety of answers to the great, eternal questions: how was the universe
created and what is the place of humans within it? How should a person live? And how can we build a just society? 1001
Ideas That Changed The Way We Think also includes a host of hypotheses that are remarkable for their sheer
weirdness-from the concept of the transmigration of souls to parallel universes and the theoretical paradoxes of time
travel (what happens if you travel back in time and kill your own grandfather?). Discover how the Greek philosopher Zeno
'proved' a flying arrow never moves; how modern science has shown that a butterfly's wing can stir up an Atlantic storm;
and the mathematical proof of the existence of life in other galaxies. The inspirational ideas explored here range from
Gandhi's theory of civil disobedience to Henry David Thoreau's praise of the simple life and Mary Wollstonecraft's
groundbreaking advocacy of women's rights. The book also covers a wide variety of lifestyle concepts, such as 'rational
dress' and naturism, and cultural movements including Neoclassicism, Surrealism and Postmodernism.

Supported by a wealth of striking illustrations and illuminating quotations, 1001 Ideas That Changed The Way We Think is
both an in-depth history of ideas and a delightfully browsable source of entertainment.

About the Author
Robert Arp is a Senior Research Analyst for the US Army. Arp has written numerous articles, book chapters and books,
and is the editor of South Park and Philosophy (Blackwell Publishing, 2006), the co-editor of Philosophical Approaches to
the Devil (Routledge, 2015) and the author of An Integrated Approach to the Philosophy of Mind (Cambridge University
Press, 2010). He is also the general editor of 1001 Quotations To Inspire You Before You Die.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 On Animals
Susan Orlean

A delightful and entertaining collection of a lifetime of musings, meditations and in-depth profiles about
animals, by the bestselling author of The Orchid Thief and The Library Book.

Description
'How we interact with animals has preoccupied philosophers, poets, and naturalists for ages,' writes Susan Orlean. Since
the age of six, when Orlean wrote and illustrated a book called Herbert the Near-Sighted Pigeon, she's been drawn to
stories about how we live with animals, and how they abide by us. Now, in On Animals, she examines animal-human
relationships through the compelling tales she has written over the course of her celebrated career.

These stories consider a range of creatures - the household pets we dote on, the animals we raise to end up as meat on
our plates, the creatures who could eat us for dinner, the various tamed and untamed animals we share our planet with
who are central to human life. In her own backyard, Orlean discovers the delights of keeping chickens. In a different
backyard, in New Jersey, she meets a woman who has twenty-three pet tigers - something none of her neighbours knew
about until one of the tigers escapes. In Iceland, the world's most famous whale resists the efforts to set him free; in
Morocco, the world's hardest-working donkeys find respite at a special clinic. We meet a show dog and a lost dog and a
pigeon who knows exactly how to get home.

Equal parts delightful and profound, enriched by Orlean's stylish prose and precise research, these stories celebrate the
meaningful cross-species connections that grace our collective existence.

About the Author
Susan Orlean has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1992. She is the author of seven books, including Rin Tin
Tin,Saturday Night, The Orchid Thief, which was made into the Academy Award-winning film Adaptation, and The Library
Book. She lives with her family and her animals in Los Angeles and New York and may be reached at SusanOrlean.com
and Twitter.com/SusanOrlean.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 On Animals 10 copy pack

Includes 10 copies of On Animals plus a free reading copy.

Description
Includes 10 copies of On Animals plus a free reading copy.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Library Book
Susan Orlean

The bestselling author of Rin Tin Tin and The Orchid Thief reopens the unsolved mystery of one of the most
catastrophic library fires in history and delivers a dazzling love letter to a beloved institution - our libraries.

Description
A New York Times Book of the Year, 2018
A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK

A dazzling love letter to a beloved institution - our libraries.

After moving to Los Angeles, Susan Orlean became fascinated by a mysterious local crime that has gone unsolved since
it was carried out on the morning of 29 April 1986: who set fire to the Los Angeles Public Library, ultimately destroying
more than 400,000 books, and perhaps even more perplexing, why?

With her characteristic humour, insight and compassion, Orlean uses this terrible event as a lens through which to tell the
story of all libraries - their history, their meaning and their uncertain future as they adapt and redefine themselves in a
digital world.

Filled with heart, passion and extraordinary characters, The Library Book discusses the larger, crucial role that libraries
play in our lives.

About the Author
Susan Orlean has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1992. She is the author of seven books, including Rin Tin
Tin, Saturday Night and The Orchid Thief, which was made into the Academy Award-winning film Adaptation. She lives
with her family and her animals in Los Angeles and New York and may be reached at SusanOrlean.com and Twitter.
com/SusanOrlean.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Importance of Being Interested
Robin Ince

The popular comedian and presenter journeys through science, explaining why it should be for everyone -
including enthusiastic amateurs.

Description
Comedian Robin Ince quickly abandoned science at school, bored by a fog of dull lessons and intimidated by the barrage
of equations. But, twenty years later, he fell in love and he now presents one of the world's most popular science
podcasts. Every year he meets hundreds of the world's greatest thinkers.

In this erudite and witty book, Robin reveals why scientific wonder isn't just for the professionals. Filled with interviews
featuring astronauts, comedians, teachers, quantum physicists, neuroscientists and more - as well as charting Robin's
own journey with science - The Importance of Being Interested explores why many wrongly think of the discipline as
distant and difficult. From the glorious appeal of the stars above to why scientific curiosity can encourage much needed
intellectual humility, this optimistic and profound book will leave you filled with a thirst for intellectual adventure.

'A delightful and scintillating hymn to scientific curiosity. Resolutely a non-scientist, Robin Ince discovers with awe that
when science addresses the "big problems" and destroys familiar beliefs, it does not leave us in a cold, meaningless and
de-humanized world, but in a one which is colourful, human, full of intensity and wonder.' - Carlo Rovelli, author of the
million-copy bestseller Seven Brief Lessons on Physics

'A delightful and scintillating hymn to scientific curiosity. Resolutely a non-scientist, Robin Ince discovers with awe that
when science addresses the "big problems" and destroys familiar beliefs, it does not leave us in a cold, meaningless and
de-humanized world, but in a one which is colourful, human, full of intensity and wonder.' Professor Carlo Rovelli - author
of the million-copy bestseller Seven Brief Lessons on Physics

About the Author
Robin Ince is the co-creator and presenter of the BBC Radio 4 show The Infinite Monkey Cage, which has won multiple
awards include the Sony Gold and Rose d'Or. In 2019 he played to over a quarter of a million people with Brian Cox on
their world tour which has put them in the Guinness Book of Records for the most tickets sold for a science show. He is
author of I'm a Joke and So Are You and also won Celebrity Mastermind but forgot that calcium was the dominant
element of chalk. He is currently trying to invent an effective satnav for people who believe the world is flat.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Hot Air
Peter Stott

The shocking inside story of the fight to halt climate change over the past twenty-five years by a world-
renowned scientist.

Description
Ours is the age of global warming. Rising sea levels, extreme weather, forest fires. Dire warnings are everywhere, so why
has it taken so long for the crisis to be recognised?

Here, for the first time, climate scientist Peter Stott reveals the bitter fight to get international recognition for what, among
scientists, has been known for decades: human activity causes climate change. Across continents and against the efforts
of sceptical governments, prominent climate change deniers and shadowy lobbyists, Hot Air is the urgent story of how the
science was developed, how it has been repeatedly sabotaged and why humanity hasn't a second to spare in the fight to
halt climate change.

About the Author
Professor Peter Stott is a Science Fellow in Climate Attribution at the Met Office's Hadley Centre and Professor in
Detection and Attribution at the University of Exeter. He has played a leading role in the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change and has been published in Nature and Science among many other journals.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Secret Royals
Richard Aldrich, Rory Cormac

The full story of Britain's most secret partnership: the monarchy and their intelligence services.

Description
For the first time, The Secret Royals uncovers the remarkable relationship between the Royal Family and the intelligence
community, from the reign of Queen Victoria to the death of Princess Diana. It shows how the British secret services grew
out of persistent attempts to assassinate Victoria and then operated on a private and informal basis, drawing on close
personal relationships between senior spies, the aristocracy, and the monarchy. This reached its zenith after the murder
of the Romanovs and the Russian revolution when, fearing a similar revolt in Britain, King George V considered using
private networks to provide intelligence on the loyalty of the armed forces - and of the broader population.

In 1936, the dramatic abdication of Edward VIII formed a turning point in this relationship. What originally started as family
feuding over a romantic liaison with the American divorcee Wallis Simpson, escalated into a national security crisis.
Fearing the couple's Nazi sympathies as well as domestic instability, British spies turned their attention to the King. During
the Second World War, his successor, King George VI gradually restored trust between the secret world and House of
Windsor. Thereafter, Queen Elizabeth II regularly enacted her constitutional right to advise, warn, and ultimately influence
policy, raising her eyebrow knowingly at Prime Ministers and spymasters alike.

Based on original research and new evidence, The Secret Royals reveals how far their Majesties still call the shots in a
hidden world and presents the British monarchy in an entirely new light.

About the Author
Richard J. Aldrich is a Professor of International Security at the University of Warwick. A regular commentator on war and
espionage, he has written for The Times, Guardian and Daily Telegraph. He is a prize-winning author of several books,
including The Hidden Hand and GCHQ.

Rory Cormac is a Professor of International Relations specialising in Secret Intelligence and Covert Action at the
University of Nottingham. He is the author of Disrupt and Deny and co-author, with Richard J. Aldrich, of The Black Door.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Late Cuts
Vic Marks

An entertaining and wryly amusing collection of essays on cricket by a much-loved pundit.

Description
What follows, which explores some of the charms, the quirks and the peculiar allure of cricket from a variety of
perspectives, is not intended as a memorial for long-lost sepia days. The  game is still alive. Whether it turns out to be
therapy for me or entertainment for you remains  to be seen. To achieve both would be a bonus.

From Somerset stalwart to acclaimed writer and broadcaster, Vic Marks has lived a life steeped  in cricket. In Late Cuts
he takes us beyond the boundary rope, sharing the parts of the game  fans don't get to see, from the food served at
lunchtime (then - sweaty ham; now - quinoa,  cranberry and feta salad) to the politics of the dressing room.  Whether
revisiting his playing days to reveal the secrets of bowling a killer spell and what it  feels like to be heckled by a riled-up
crowd, or ruminating on the current state of the game  (don't mention The Hundred!), this amusing and insightful collection
will delight all cricket  lovers.

About the Author
Vic Marks is a former Somerset and England cricketer, who played in six Tests and 34 one-day internationals. He was the
cricket correspondent of the Observer for 31 years and ended up fulfilling that role for the Guardian as well, in addition to
regularly appearing on the BBC's  Test Match Special for over three decades. He lives in Devon.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Year of Chaos
Malachi O'Doherty

The shocking story of the worst year of violence in Northern Ireland during the Troubles, which included
Bloody Sunday, published to coincide with the 50th anniversary.

Description
In the 11 months between August 1971 and July 1972, Northern Ireland experienced its worst year of violence. The 'year
of chaos' came between two major military operations, namely the introduction of internment of IRA suspects, without
trial, and Operation Motorman, the invasion of barricaded no-go areas in Belfast and Derry.

The internment raids created huge disaffection in the Catholic communities and provoked an escalation of violence. This
led to the British government taking full control of Northern Ireland and negotiating directly with the IRA leadership.
Operation Motorman, on a similar scale, then dampened down the violence a year later. No future year of the Troubles
experienced such death and destruction.

During this whole period, Malachi O'Doherty was a cub reporter in Belfast, working in the city, covering the violence,
returning home at night to a no-go area behind the barricades where the streets were patrolled by armed IRA men.

O'Doherty takes readers on a journey, at this time of crucial change, through the events of that terrible year, which he
argues should be a reminder that political and military miscalculation can lead to civil war and that there is no more urgent
need for creative political thinking than now, in the new instability created by demographic change, one hundred years
after the partition of Ireland.

About the Author
Malachi O'Doherty is a writer and broadcaster based in Belfast. He is a regular contributor to the Belfast Telegraph and to
several BBC radio programmes. He covered the Troubles and the peace process as a journalist and has written for
several Irish and British newspapers and magazines, including the Irish Times, the New Statesman, the Scotsman and
the Guardian.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Unreality of Memory
Elisa Gabbert

A literary guide to digital anxiety, The Unreality of Memory collects thought-provoking and playful essays on
the Internet age's media-saturated disaster coverage and our addiction to viewing and discussing the
world's ills.

Description
'A work of sheer brilliance, beauty and bravery' - Andrew Sean Greer, author of Less

'Masterly... Her essays have a clarity and prescience that imply a sort of distant, retrospective view, like postcards sent
from the near future' - New York Times

We stare at our phones. We keep multiple tabs open. Our chats and conversations are full of the phrase "Did you see?"
The feeling that we're living in the worst of times seems to be intensifying, alongside a desire to know precisely how bad
things have gotten.

Poet and essayist Elisa Gabbert's The Unreality of Memory consists of a series of lyrical and deeply researched
meditations on what our culture of catastrophe has done to public discourse and our own inner lives. In these tender and
prophetic essays, she focuses in on our daily preoccupation and favorite pasttime: desperate distraction from disaster by
way of a desperate obsession with the disastrous.

Moving from public trauma to personal tragedy, from the Titanic and Chernobyl to illness and loss, The Unreality of
Memory alternately rips away the facade of our fascination with destruction and gently identifies itself with the age of
rubbernecking. A balm, not a burr, Gabbert's essays are a hauntingly perceptive analysis of the anxiety intrinsic in our
new, digital ways of being, and also a means of reconciling ourselves to this new world.

'One of those joyful books that send you to your notebook every page or so, desperate not to lose either the thought the
author has deftly placed in your mind or the title of a work she has now compelled you to read.' - Paris Review

About the Author
Elisa Gabbert is the author of three poetry collections, L'Heure Bleue, The Self Unstable, and The French Exit. Her debut
collection of essays, The Word Pretty, was published in 2018. The Self Unstable was chosen by the New Yorker as one
of the best books of 2013. Gabbert's work has appeared in the New Yorker, Boston Review, The Paris Review Daily,
Pacific Standard, Guernica, The Awl, Electric Literature, The Harvard Review, and many other venues. She lives in
Denver.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Splash!
Howard Means

A global history of swimming, from humankind's first dip in what is now the driest spot on earth to the modern
Olympic Games.

Description
'This fascinating history of how, where and why humans swim...is perfect reading for those missing a splash-about during
the lockdown.' Guardian

From the first recorded dip into what's now the driest spot on earth to the recreational swimmers in your local pool,
humans have been getting wet for 10,000 years. And for most of modern history, swimming has caused a ripple that
touches us all.

Splash! dives into Egypt, winds through ancient Greece and Rome, flows mostly underground through the Dark and
Middle Ages (at least in Europe), and then re-emerges in the wake of the Renaissance before taking its final lap at the
modern Olympic Games. Along the way, it kicks away the idea that swimming is just about speed or great feats of aquatic
endurance, revealing how its history spans religion, fashion, architecture, public health, colonialism, segregation, sexism,
sexiness, guts, glory and much, much more.

As refreshing as jumping into a pool on a hot summer's day, Splash! sweeps across the whole of humankind's swimming
history with an irrepressible enthusiasm that will make you crave your next dip.

About the Author
Howard Means is the author or co-author of ten books, most recently 67 Shots: Kent State and the End of American
Innocence, currently being developed as a feature length film by Everyman Pictures (Jay Roach) and Little Stranger
Picture (Tina Fey & Jeff Richmond). He began swimming competitively when he was five years old, continued through
college, then coached for seven years. Swimming continues to define his life, and he practises it in pools, rivers, lakes,
quarries and oceans.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Great Secret
Jennet Conant

The gripping story of a chemical weapons catastrophe, its cover-up, and how one army doctor's discovery led
to the development of chemotherapy.

Description
On the night of December 2, 1943, the Luftwaffe bombed a critical Allied port in Bari, Italy, sinking seventeen ships and
killing over a thousand servicemen and hundreds of civilians. Caught in the surprise air raid was the John Harvey, an
American Liberty ship carrying a top-secret cargo of 2,000 mustard bombs to be used in retaliation if the Germans
resorted to gas warfare.

After young sailors began suddenly dying with mysterious symptoms, Lieutenant Colonel Stewart Alexander, a doctor and
chemical weapons expert, was dispatched to investigate. He quickly diagnosed mustard gas exposure, which Churchill
denied. Undaunted, Alexander defied British officials and persevered with his investigation. His final report on the Bari
casualties was immediately classified, but not before his breakthrough observations about the toxic effects of mustard on
white blood cells caught the attention of Colonel Cornelius P. Rhoads - a pioneering physician and research scientist as
brilliant as he was arrogant and self-destructive - who recognized that the poison was both a killer and a cure, and
ushered in a new era of cancer research.

Deeply researched and beautifully written, The Great Secret is the remarkable story of how horrific tragedy gave birth to
medical triumph.

About the Author
Jennet Conant is the author of the New York Times bestsellers The Irregulars and Tuxedo Park. A former journalist, she
has written for Vanity Fair, Esquire, GQ, Newsweek and the New York Times.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Scoff
Pen Vogler

The entertaining story of British cuisine and the hidden role it plays in all our lives.

Description
A Book of the Year in the Daily Mail, Independent, The Times & Sunday Times

'Sharp, rich and superbly readable... Fascinating' - Sunday Times

'Utterly delicious' - Observer

'Superb' 'Book of the Week' - The Times

'Terrific' 'Book of the Week' - Guardian

Avocado or beans on toast? Gin or claret? Nut roast or game pie? Milk in first or milk in last? And do you have tea, dinner
or supper in the evening?

In this fascinating social history of food in Britain, Pen Vogler examines the origins of our eating habits and reveals how
they are loaded with centuries of class prejudice. Covering such topics as fish and chips, roast beef, avocados, tripe, fish
knives and the surprising origins of breakfast, Scoff reveals how in Britain we have become experts at using eating habits
to make judgements about social background.

Bringing together evidence from cookbooks, literature, artworks and social records from 1066 to the present, Vogler
traces the changing fortunes of the food we encounter today, and unpicks the aspirations and prejudices of the people
who have shaped our cuisine for better or worse.

'With commendable appetite and immense attention to detail Pen Vogler skewers the enduring relationship between class
and food in Britain. A brilliant romp of a book that gets to the very heart of who we think we are, one delicious dish at a
time.' - Jay Rayner

About the Author
Pen Vogler is the author of Dinner with Mr Darcy and Dinner with Dickens and curated the exhibition Food Glorious Food
at the Charles Dickens Museum. She edited Penguin's Great Food series, writes and reviews on food history for the press
and has recreated recipes from the past for BBC Television.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Rolling Stones - Hot Stuff
Matt Lee

Rolling Stones - Hot Stuff showcases author Matt Lee's huge collection of Rolling Stones memorabilia,
spanning all decades, and tells the story of the Stones in a unique way.

Description
Matt Lee has been collecting Rolling Stones memorabilia for more than two decades. He amassed so much that he had
to move house; he now has his own private museum dedicated to Stones memorabilia and he is the Guinness World
Record holder for the largest Stones memorabilia collection. For the first time, Rolling Stones - Hot Stuff showcases his
collection, which spans all decades, and tells the story of the Stones through their memorabilia as never before.

About the Author
Matt Lee is an avid collector of Rolling Stones memorabilia, described byAnOther magazine as 'the world's number one
collector'. At the Rolling Stones' exhibition at London's Saatchi Gallery, the band borrowed various items from Matt's
collection to fill their gaps. He has seen them play live more than 150 times and has appeared on radio, print and TV in
his capacity as 'biggest Stones fan of all time' [ITV], expert and talking head. He was in the news in 2018 following his
discovery of a long-lost Mick Jagger/Carly Simon recording.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 John Lennon
Paul Du Noyer

Upon first publication, this book was the first to examine and assess all of John Lennon's solo work. This
updated edition includes lyrics and is released on the 40th anniversary of his death and the 80th
anniversary of his birth.

Description
Lennon's life after the Beatles was eventful and fascinating. He moved from stardom in the world's biggest pop group to
global peace campaigner and figurehead for radical causes. He left England for a new life in the USA with Yoko Ono. He
later abandoned public life and retired to his New York apartment to raise their son and live the life of a recluse. In 1980
he re-emerged with a new album, but the plan to resume his career was cruelly curtailed on a fateful night outside the
Dakota Building when he was murdered.

Upon first publication, this book was the first to examine and assess all of John Lennon's solo work. This updated edition
includes lyrics and is released on the 40th anniversary of his death and the 80th anniversary of his birth.

About the Author
Paul Du Noyer was born in Liverpool. He began as a music writer for the NME, moved on to edit Q magazine and in 1994
launched the rock monthly Mojo. He wrote the definitive history of his home town's music, Liverpool: Wonderous Place,
and was a regular writer for NME, Mojo, Q and The Word. He worked with Yoko Ono on the sleeve notes for the 2000s
re-releases of Lennon's records. He lives in London.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Joy of Photoshop
James Fridman

A collection of photos edited by internet star James Fridman. Fridman takes people's requests to Photoshop
their photos - to rid the pictures of a small detail - all too seriously, with hilarious results.

Description
The Joy of Photoshop is the long-awaited book from the social media sensation James Fridman.

Have you ever taken a seemingly perfect picture only to have it ruined by one tiny detail? Photoshop master James
Fridman is only too happy to help, even if he sometimes takes requests a little too literally.

The Joy of Photoshop contains James's best-loved and funniest image alterations. From the woman who wished to look
like a mermaid, to super-fans who want to be edited into their favourite movies, his followers never get quite what they
asked for. Including plenty of never-before-seen pictures, this meme-tastic book will have you in stitches!

About the Author
James Fridman is a British graphic designer based in London who has grown a huge social media following by taking
requests for photograph alterations and editing them as asked for - but with a comedic twist. His work has been featured
in many publications, from BuzzFeed and Mashable to theHuffington Post, theMetro and theDaily Telegraph. He has also
established the James Fridman Foundation, which works to support young children affected by social issues.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 I Am a Drug Lord
Anonymous

The real-life confession of an actual drug lord - tells the full, uncensored story of what it takes to survive a life
of crime.

Description
A unique and unbelievable first-hand account of how one man fought his way to the top of the criminal underworld... and
what he needed to do to stay there.

As you read this, someone somewhere is buying drugs.

Across the globe, millions of people are involved in the brutal, cold-blooded world of drug dealing, but only a small
number make life-changing money. Only a few get to the top, make the calls, know how it all works and truly become
drugs lords. And even fewer survive.

I know because I am one of those drug lords.

After thirty years, I've decided to retire and tell the story of how I got to the top of this tainted profession, what's involved in
being a serious criminal, the tricks of the trade, the art of the deal and what it really takes to stay alive for so long.

This will be my last confession. And I hope you learn something.

About the Author
The author is choosing anonymity to protect his identity.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 I Am A Hitman
Anonymous

The unbelievable account of life as a hitman from a man who has been doing it for decades.

Description
Hitmen commit heinous crimes virtually every day of the week and, in most instances, we don't even realise.

He's been a killer for hire for more than twenty years now, but life as a full time professional assassin has never been
easy. There have been close calls, failed attempts and a lot of looking over his shoulder. And now, he has decided to
come clean and seek atonement for his life as a murderer and one of the most covertly dangerous men alive. An account
of a life lived between our world and a shadowy underworld of criminals, a life lived under the radar of the law, a life lived
in death. This is the true story of a hitman.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Small Inventions that Made a Big Difference
Helen Pilcher

A look at small, seldom-noticed and apparently insignificant objects and inventions that have changed the
world.

Description
Small inventions - modest yet essential, diminutive in size and humble in stature - are an essential component of every
element of everyday life.

Fifty little objects of fascination, each concealing an unexpected history of innovation, are explored in Small Inventions
that Made a Big Difference. From the ever-present (teabags) to the barely visible (ball bearings) and from the absolutely
necessary (toilet paper) to the never-knew-you-needed-it (Post-its), science writer and comedian Helen Pilcher will guide
you through the wonderful world of tiny examples of ingenuity.

About the Author
Helen Pilcher is a science writer, presenter and comedian. Her popular science books includeLife Changing - How
Humans are Altering Life on Earth, which was shortlisted for the 2020 Wainwright Writing Prize for Global Conservation.
Her debut,Bring Back the King: the New Science of De-extinction, was BBC Radio 2 Fact not Fiction book of the week. It
was described by comedian Sara Pascoe as 'science at its funniest.' Helen lives in Warwickshire, UK.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Deep Time
Riley Black

Carving a timeline through the aeons of evolution that have taken place before our time on Earth, Deep Time
explores the evidence that exists beneath our feet, in our museums, in the skies and surrounding us every
day, which can help us to make sense of the great age of our world.

Description
How can the human mind conceive of the immense arc of the history of our planet or the vast expanse of time since the
beginning of the universe? Deep time challenges our sense of meaning, both individually and collectively, and threatens
to overwhelm our comprehension of the cosmos. But windows to this cosmic span do exist - traces and artefacts of
ancient epochs, things we can see and touch today, which can connect us to this distant past. From the prismatic bands
in a polished rock, to the hiss of static on the radio, and from the fossil fragments you find on the beach to the stars in the
night sky, the evidence of deep time is all around us.

Carving a timeline through the aeons of evolution that have taken place before our time on Earth, Deep Time explores the
evidence that exists beneath our feet, in our museums, in the skies and surrounding us every day, which can help us to
make sense of the great age of our world. Organised chronologically, Deep Time features full colour imagery of incredible
objects, places and phenomena that have withstood unimaginable geological and cosmic forces to bring us the story of
time itself.

About the Author
Riley Black is a science writer specializing in palaeontology. She has written forWired,National Geographic andScientific
American, and was dubbed one of the top 'science social media wizards' byBusiness Insider. Riley was resident
palaeontologist forJurassic World, and is the author of two books:When Dinosaurs Ruled andPrehistoric Predators. She
lives in Salt Lake City.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Chanel (Paperscapes)
Emma Baxter-Wright, illustrated by Francesca Waddell and
Paperscapes

Bringing to life the story and designs of Coco Chanel, the most influential couturier in the history of fashion,
this book includes die-cut pop-out illustrations and 10 removeable, frameable prints.

Description
Filled with 55 classic Chanel designs and products, and including six removeable prints, Chanel Paperscapes is the
ultimate gift for fans of the great fashion house.

From Chanel No5 to the Little Black Dress, each stylish illustration can be pressed out of the page, turning your book into
a beautiful object to treasure and display. The gorgeous images are accompanied by the story of Gabrielle Chanel's life,
inspiration and designs.

Removeable prints include: Chanel No5, Gabrielle Chanel, Pearls, Le Style Garcon, The Deauville Boutique, The
Camellia

About the Author
Emma Baxter-Wright has taught fashion journalism at the University of the Arts, London and UCA. She has contributed to
many publications inlcuding theNew York Observer,Cosmopolitan andMarie Claire, and is the bestselling author ofLittle
Book of Chanel. Emma lives in Gloucestershire, England.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Hildreth's Advice for Marriage, 1891
Hildreth

Originally published in 1891, this hilarious (and informative) collection is a treasure trove of essential advice
any man or woman, or couple, would be foolish to ignore.

Description
Originally published in 1891, this hilarious (and informative) collection is a treasure trove of essential advice any man or
woman, or couple, would be foolish to ignore.

From advice about how to find the perfect partner...
- Don't marry a villain.
- Don't marry a duke, or anyone who travels on his title.
- If money is your object, the older and uglier he is, the better.
- Avoid slovenly dressed girls or heedless men.

...to advice about how to wed...
- Don't propose on a wash-day, in the rain, at breakfast or in a tunnel.
- Marry at home or at church, in good form, without display.

...as well as general words of wisdom...
- Don't expect too much from your marriage.
- Don't cross your husband.

...Hildreth's Advice for Marriage is a delightful collection that is as relevant today as it was 100 years ago.

About the Author
Hildreth was the pen name ofJames W. Donovan, a writer in Victorian-era England. This book was originally published in
1891 by dime novel publishing house J.S. Ogilvie.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Fantasy
Edited by Tim Dedopulos and David Pringle

A detailed look at every aspect of modern fantasy, including detailed entries on books, films, TV and creators,
as well as the greatest fantasy characters and worlds.

Description
This essential reference book details everything the novice needs to know about the genre and everything the well-read
fan is calling out for. Lavishly illustrated and expertly informed, it is edited by Tim Dedopulos and David Pringle, editor and
co-founder of the internationally acclaimed Interzone magazine, and features forewords by legendary authors Terry
Pratchett and Ben Aaronovitch. They have assembled a team of expert contributors to compile a visually stunning,
informative and fascinating guide to the world of fantasy, from its origins and early trailblazers to the cultural phenomena
of today's mega fantasy properties.

About the Author
Tim Dedopulos is an author, puzzle setter and editor. He worked for Wizards of the Coast and White Wolf, and has
written role-playing games and fiction. A passionate fan of fantasy in all its forms, he lives in central London.David Pringle
is best known as the editor, publisher and co-founder ofInterzone, the Hugo award-winning fantasy and science fiction
magazine. He has also written several fantasy and science fiction studies, includingImaginary People: A Who's Who of
Fictional Characters from the 18th Century to the Present Day,The St James Guide to Fantasy Writers,Modern Fantasy:
The Hundred Best Novels 1946-1987 andScience Fiction: The 100 Best Novels 1949-1984.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Things to Do While You Poo
Mats and Enzo

This book is specifically written to help those pooing on the job, but the lessons are universal. This humorous
book is designed to help improve every aspect of your life, from success in your career to a satisfying sex
life, from health and fitness to simply earning a bit of extra cash.

Description
NEW FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHORS OF HOW TO POO AT WORK

From the excretion experts who brought you the global phenomenon How to Poo at Work comes Things to Do While You
Poo. Specifically written to help those pooing on the job, this book is the ultimate guide to sedentary self-improvement.

Expert authors Mats and Enzo share their scientific advice crafted over a lifetime of lavatory investigations to help
improve every aspect of your life. From success in your career to a satisfying sex life, from health and fitness to simply
earning a bit of extra cash, this book is guaranteed to help you become a better you, eight minutes at a time.

Learn how to:

- Find the spirituality of your sphincter with meditation
- Start a really crap YouTube cooking channel
- Become a travel influencer without leaving the stall
- Relax with flush-friendly yoga poses
- Get a six pack in just 30 days of pooing
- Find true loo-ve!

With detailed diagrams, expert advice and tried-and-tested testimonials, discover how to squeeze more into your day as
you squeeze one out.

About the Author
Mats trained an automotive engineer, and has worked in engineering and marketing internationally. He is currently
creating a subsidiary of a French company in Eastern Europe, which allows him to research going to the toilet.

Enzo obtained a master's degree in marketing and has international experience in several different fields (food industry,
automotive industry, videogames, finance, toilets and their uses).
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Little Books of Summer mix pack
A&U Point of Sale

Includes 3 copies each of Prosecco, Rose, Summer and BBQ, plus free display copy of Prosecco.

Description
Includes 3 copies each of Prosecco, Rose, Summer and BBQ, plus free display copy of Prosecco.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Prosecco
Orange Hippo!

A sparkling celebration of one of the world's best-loved wines, including history, quotes, facts, and recipes for
classic and modern Prosecco-based cocktails.

Description
Save water: Drink Prosecco

Who doesn't love a chilled glass of Prosecco? Champagne's younger, more affordable Italian cousin is a light, dry
sparkling wine, perfect for every occasion. From a summer tipple to a tasty cocktail, dinner accompaniment or festive fizz,
you just can't beat it. And as global sales would indicate, Prosecco is the new black.

Bubbling with Prosecco-infused wit and wisdom, and mixed with recipes for some of Italy's most iconic Prosecco cocktails
- the Spritz, Rossini, Mimosa - The Little Book of Prosecco is a sparkling celebration of one of the world's best-loved
wines that will have you reaching for a bottle and popping that cork in no time.

Prosecco has only 90 calories per glass - that's less than a banana!

'All you need is love, laughter and Prosecco.' Unknown

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Rose
Orange Hippo!

Full of facts, stats, history and quotes about rose. Includes cocktail recipes.

Description
Anything is possible with sunshine and a glass of rose.

Pale and delicate or robust and ruby red, rose has fuelled a revolution in the drinking world. Take a dip into this fact-filled
book and discover the fascinating history of the pink drink, along with truly informative details on the winemaking process,
types of grapes, growing regions of the world and the best ways to select and serve your rose. Celebrate the halcyon
days of summer all year round with 20 cocktail recipes and a variety of food pairings. Amuse yourself with entertaining
quotations and sayings that capture the love of rose. Explore fun facts, stats and trivia. There is something here for
everyone, whether you prefer your Provence dry and sparkling or you're a brose who loves frose.

'I think a rose should have that inherently Pavlovian-to-women peachy-pink quality that just draws us in. I don't know what
it is about us girls, but we love pink'
Drew Barrymore, Instagram

'I love rose more than any member of my biological family'
Josh Ostrovsky, Instagram

'Rose wine is like your little black dress... there's one for breakfast, lunch and dinner'
Sommelier Belinda Chang, www.elle.com

The Mateus Rose bottle was inspired by the canteens used by soldiers in the First World War. And during the Cold War
period, Mateus became one of the most drunk wines by US Army soldiers stationed to European bases.

Provence is one of the world's biggest rose-wine-producing regions, dedicating 89 per cent of their vines to rose!

In 2016 a New York Italian bar called Bar Primi made a rose slushy with rose wine, vermouth and pureed strawberries,
called the frose, that became a real-life and Instagram hit.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Little Book of BBQ
Orange Hippo!

A feast of facts for dedicated lovers of the B, B and Q. Stacked with tips and tricks, stats and facts, quotes and
jokes.

Description
Nothing's better than mouth-watering grilled food prepared in the fresh air.

With more jokes, quotes, quips, tips, tricks, stats and facts than you can shake your skewers at, this celebration of BBQs
turns up the heat when it comes to BBQ wit, wisdom and wisecracks.

For the BBQ beginner, this perfectly prepared companion contains some simple recipes with all the basics to stop them
from getting burned: from how to select your first BBQ grill, to how to cook a well-seasoned steak like a seasoned pro.

For the master BBQ'er, this indispensable beer buddy contains all the essentials on the latest techniques, fuels, cuts of
meat, vegetable seasons, marinades, sauces, sears, and rubs - all the necessities you'll need to keep you cookin' on all
cylinders, all in bitesize, easy-to-digest nuggets of knowledge.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Little Book of Summer
Orange Hippo!

Full of facts about summer, including an exploration of our emotional links with summer, top lists of summery
song and film titles, summer festivals and beaches, and international summer celebrations and rituals.

Description
Making the most of the longest days of the year.

Summer is a season of sun, heat and daylight that brings activity to all corners of life, from plants bearing fruit to animals
and birds feeding their young. It also brings people together in the open air, whether on holiday, a day trip to the beach,
celebrating the longest day of the year or just making the most of the weather. Through inspirational quotes, interesting
facts, fascinating trivia The Little Book of Summer explores what makes three months of every year summer as well as
our relationship with the great outdoors and with each other during the warmest season of the year.

'Summer afternoon - summer afternoon; to me those have always been the two most beautiful words in the English
language' Henry James

If you can hear crickets chirping on a balmy summer evening, you can use their chirps to determine the temperature.
Crickets are cold-blooded creatures and chirp at a frequency consistent with the air temperature. For a Celsius reading,
count the number of chirps over 25 seconds, then divide that number by 3 and add 4.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How to Have a Mindful Pregnancy and Birth
Sian Warriner,  Mark Pallis

This book will help you develop a set of simple yet hugely powerful skills that can transform your emotional
experience and wellbeing during pregnancy and birth.

Description
'This is a delightful book, full of gentle wisdom' - Prof. Mark Williams, Mindfulness, Finding Peace in a Frantic World

'What a wonderfully straightforward and easily understandable introduction to mindfulness practice for parents-to-be'
Nancy Bardacke, author of Mindful Birthing

Written with real mothers, real partners, and real life in mind, How to Have a Mindful Pregnancy and Birth will help you
develop a set of simple yet hugely powerful skills that can transform your emotional experience and wellbeing during
pregnancy and birth. The 30 exercises include: mindful breathing, visualisations, journaling prompts, sensory awareness
practices and lots of simple, easy-to-master tools to help you relax and connect with your baby while you are pregnant -
and to help you prepare for the birth.

About the Author
Dr Sian Warriner RM, MSc, DClinPrac is a Consultant Midwife and mother of four boys. She leads the Oxford University
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust's Mindfulness-Based Childbirth and Parenting antenatal education programme. She is a
Teaching Partner at the Oxford Mindfulness Centre, University of Oxford and is the lead author of the study:An Evaluation
of Mindfulness.Mark Pallis began practising mindfulness in 2015 and is author of a number of children's books that focus
on mindfulness.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Energy Alignment Method
Yvette Taylor,  Lisa Hammond

The Energy Alignment Method - EAM® is a transformational energy and self-help process, combining Chinese
medicine, manifesting, law of attraction, elements of kinesiology, neuroscience research, NLP, positive
psychology and eastern spiritual principles. This book explains it and shows readers how to use it.

Description
Do you want to be happy, more in flow, and change your life?

The Energy Alignment Method - EAM® is a transformational energy and self-help process. The technique brings together
Chinese medicine, manifesting, law of attraction, elements of kinesiology, neuroscience research, NLP, positive
psychology and eastern spiritual principles into one powerful self-help process.

EAM® enables you to release repetitive negative thoughts and feelings, painful memories, traumatic experiences and
overwhelming emotions, so that you can be free from stress, anxiety and negative emotions. The technique involves 5
simple steps, and can be used all day every day. A key part of the practice is known as 'the sway', a muscle testing
method taken from Applied Kinesiology. It provides realtime energetic feedback.

This book explains what EAM is and how it works, then shows readers how to use it themselves.

About the Author
Yvette Taylor is the creator of EAM - The Energy Alignment Method - an internationally recognised complementary
therapy. She has spent over 20 years using and teaching Eastern principles, spiritual practices and self-development in
the UK and internationally. She was voted one of the Top 10 Holistic Therapists In The UK byHolistic Therapy Magazine
and was Winner of the Janey Lee Grace Platinum Award amongst other accolades.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Nature's Hidden Charms
Liz Dean

An invitation to reach into the natural world, understand folklore and to explore and discover the hidden
symbols and gifts that even the tiniest twig or stone can bring.

Description
Featuring folklore, symbology and practical rituals alongside ancient crafts and modern techniques this beautifully
illustrated book contains over 50 creative ways to use the gifts of the natural world to make charms, talismans, amulets,
altars and much more. These natural offerings provide us with protection, good fortune and healing.

Being in nature helps us to relax and connect with our innate knowing. When we're connected, we naturally want to
collect: a pink shell, sycamore key, a pinecone, or a pure white pebble that calls to us. Nature's Hidden Charms is an
invitation to reach into the natural world, understand folklore and to explore and discover the hidden symbols and gifts
that even the tiniest twig or stone can bring.

Inside this treasure trove you will learn how to:

- Prepare to open the senses to intentionally connect with nature
- Create and make amulets, charms, alters, talismans and natural mandalas
- Work with plants, trees and herbs throughout the seasons
- Understand the folklore, history and symbology surrounding the plants and practices featured
- Recognise and explore symbols that speak to you in the natural world

From making a healing lavender pouch to evoking the sacred power of the circle or arranging your charms as a mandala
for meditation, this book is for anyone wanting to slow down, connect with nature and enjoy the simple pleasures of the
natural world.

About the Author
Liz Dean is an author and tarot/divination practitioner and teacher. She currently teaches divination and reads for a global
client list. A former editor with a twenty-five-year career in illustrated book publishing and former co-editor ofKindred Spirit
magazine, Liz is the author of 15 divination decks and books and the writer behind theSunday Times bestsellerLife and
Soul (Hay House, 2018), William Roache's self-help memoir. She lives by the sea in Roker, Sunderland, in North-East
England. www.lizdean.info www.switchwordspower.com
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Celtic Shaman's Pack
John Matthews, illustrated by Chesca Potter

A guidebook and cards pack offering direct access to the inner cosmos of the Celts, enabling you to make
contact with the powerful archetypes to be found there.

Description
Enter the magical realm of the shaman and develop your latent shamanic skills. The Celtic Shaman's Pack offers direct
access to the inner cosmos of the Celts, enabling you to make contact with the powerful archetypes to be found there.
This pack constitutes your 'shaman's pouch' - your very own collection of items imbued with magical or mystical
significance, offering a bridge between the world of the everyday and the world of unseen reality that is a part of every
shaman's training.

The cards represent key aspects of the Celtic universe, providing you with a set of shamanic journey co-ordinates. By
working with the images on a daily basis, for divination and discovery, you will learn to journey on the visionary path and
gain a heightened understanding of yourself, as well as insight into your true life direction.

About the Author
John Matthews has produced a number of successful divinatory systems based on early spiritual beliefs - including the
best-sellingArthurian Tarot (with Caitlin Matthews and Miranda Gray),The Wildwood Tarot (with Mark Ryan and Will
Worthington),The Green Man Tree Oracle (with Will Worthington),The Celtic Animal Oracle andGrail Tarot (with Giovanni
Casselli). His book,Pirates, was No 1 in theNew York Times Book Review and a bestseller for 22 weeks in 2007.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Wild Magic
John Matthews and Mark Ryan

Journey deeper into the Wildwood... invoke the power of the Wildwood, of the Green Man and Green Woman,
and of the living archetypes of the forest such as Robin-in-the-Hood, with this new companion to the
bestselling Wildwood Tarot.

Description
Invoke the power of the Wildwood, of the Green Man and Green Woman, and of the living archetypes of the forest such
as Robin-in-the-Hood, with this new companion to the bestselling Wildwood Tarot.

Authors Mark Ryan and John Matthews take us across time, to the pre-Celtic world of the forest that once cloaked much
of the world, where primal forces roamed free and opened doorways into the otherworld of the Ancestors. With chapters
on the Lore of the Wild, ways to work around the archetypal Wheel of the Year, shamanic methods of exploring the inner
reaches, and meditations designed to enable powerful, personal encounters with Wildwood archetypes, as well as newly
crafted rituals enabling the reader to celebrate festivals such as the Midsummer and Midwinter Solstices, the book takes a
new and informed look at a set of ancient traditions and applies them to our lives today.

About the Author
Mark Ryan has enjoyed an eclectic entertainment career, working in international film, television and theatre for forty
years, including the cult classic Robin of Sherwood, Black Sails and the hugely successful Transformers film franchise
with Michael Bay. Also an accomplished author, he was one of the original creators of the groundbreaking Greenwood
Tarot.

John Matthews is a leading authority on the tarot and Grail and Arthurian legends, and has acted as advisor on several
motion pictures, including Jerry Bruckheimer's King Arthur. A prolific author, he has created a number of successful
divinatory systems based on early spiritual beliefs.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Discover Your Power Animal
Naz Ahsun

Everyone has a power animal. Just like guardian angels, they help support, protect and take care of us so that
we can live our most fulfilled life. This short introductory guide will help you find, tune into, connect and
work with your power animal.

Description
Have you ever felt a deep connection to an animal that goes beyond words?

If so, you may have been communicating with your power animal. A power animal is a teacher or messenger that comes
in the form of an animal and has a personal relationship to an individual. They are there to provide 'medicine' to the
recipient by offering guidance, lessons, protection, power and wisdom. Shamans worldwide have relied on the guidance,
wisdom, and symbolism of power animals since ancient times.

For thousands of years, a deep relationship between humans and the Animal Kingdom has existed. You can rekindle this
valuable relationship with this easy-to-use book.

- Learn how to connect with your power animal.
- Discover how you can work with them - and your chakras - to enhance your wellbeing.
- Access the guidance of 21 power animals to support you in your day-to-day life.
- Utilize these tools to reawaken your natural heritage and inner-knowing.

About the Author
Naz Ahsun is an author, podcaster and ex-radio presenter of the Outer Limits Radio show, a show that explores the
spiritual and unexplained on Swindon 105.5. After a magical encounter with a robin in 2012, Naz found new direction
guided by her power animals, which led to a string of amazing synchronicities and new possibilities. These powerful allies
continue to accompany and support her on the magical mystery tour called, 'Her Life'!
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Spectacular Spreads
Maegan Brown

In Spectacular Spreads - the follow-up to the best-selling Beautiful Boards - The BakerMama builds on her
popular snack boards to create 50 easy, delightful, and family-friendly food spreads and build-your-own
food bars for every occasion.

Description
The BakerMama is back! In this follow-up to her bestselling Beautiful Boards, Maegan Brown takes her super-popular
snack boards to the next level-filling a table or counter-with 50 delicious, inspiring, family-friendly, and easy-to-put-
together food spreads and build-your-own bars for all occasions. In Spectacular Spreads, The BakerMama shares even
more of her tips and tricks for effortless, stress-free, and foolproof entertaining that will impress your guests and feed a
hungry crowd, all while allowing you to relax and enjoy the occasion. Visually exciting and deliciously enticing, the
spreads and bars are comprised of a combination of yummy recipes and easy-to-find fresh and prepared foods. In this
stunning book, you will find spreads for entertaining and special occasions, holidays, breakfast and brunch, lunch and
dinner, and desserts and drinks, including:

- Build-Your-Own Omelet
- Build-Your-Own Breakfast Tacos
- Build-Your-Own Baked Potato
- Top-Your-Own Pizza
- Top-Your-Own Mac and Cheese
- New Year's Eve Sweets and Snacks
- Cinco de Mayo
- Halloween Snacks
- Christmas Cookie and Gingerbread House Decorating Party
- Graduation Party
- Ladies Night In
- Tailgate Brunch
- Luau Birthday Party
- Make-Your-Own Ice Cream Sandwich
- Caramel Apple Bar
- Blend-Your-Own Smoothies
- Make-Your-Own Margarita
- and much more!

Not just a cookbook, but an entertaining resource, Spectacular Spreads includes 300 recipes, gorgeous photography, and
endless ideas that you can follow to a T or mix and match. Once again, the BakerMama has innovated the world of
entertaining, guaranteeing stress-free, fun, and delicious gatherings with your family and friends.

About the Author Rock Point Gift & Stationery
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Beautiful Boards
Maegan Brown

Make mealtimes, special occasions, and holidays extra special with these 50 delicious, inspiring, family-
friendly, and easy to create boards.

Description
Over 50 creative and delicious food boards that are inspiring and easy to recreate with easy-to-find foods, ranging from
breakfast boards and dessert boards to any special occasion board you would ever need.
Make mealtimes, special occasions, and holidays extra memorable with these 50 delicious, inspiring, family-friendly, and
easy-to-recreate snack boards. Visually exciting and deliciously enticing, These boards move beyond cheese and
charcuterie and are comprised of easy-to-find fresh and prepared foods-along with a dozen simple recipes-arranged in
beautiful and artful ways (like a football shape for game day and a turkey shape for that American holiday). The variety of
foods on each board are great for a group, big or small, and will bring people together through snacking and chatting.
Plus, you can make them ahead of time, so you can actually sit down and spend time with your loved ones. You'll find
boards for any snack time: seasons and holidays; entertaining and special occasions; breakfasts, meals, and desserts.
Impress your family and guests with these artful masterpieces:
After School Snack Board;
Summer Snack Board (shaped like a sun)
Birthday Board
Princess Snack Board (shaped like a crown)
Christmas Snack Board (shaped like a Christmas tree)
Pancake Board
Bloody Mary Board
Build-Your-Own Taco and Nachos Board
Chocolate Fondue Board
and many more

With beautiful, large photos and step-by-step instructions, each board is easy to recreate, whether you are a visual
learner or prefer to learn by reading. Beautiful Boards will have you spending less time cooking and more time having fun.

About the Author
Maegan Brown started blogging in 2012 and has over 500 original recipes on her The BakerMama blog. She started the
blog to share her love for baking, and it has since grown to also share easy, family-friendly recipes, creative meal ideas,
food finds, life as a family of 6, and all of her snack board creations. She has partnered with a number of brands, including
Sur La Table, Gold Medal Flour, and Panera, and her recipes have been featured in Womans Day and Country Living.
You can follow her at her blog www.bakermama.com or on Instagram, @thebakermama. She lives with her husband and
four children in Dallas, Texas.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Nutella: 60 Classic Recipes
Gregory Cohen

60 mouthwatering recipes made from the World famous spread.

Description
Who doesnt enjoy a plate of NUTELLA&reg; on toast? In this Official Nutella&reg; Cookbook, the universally popular
hazelnut cocoa spread that is a staple of the breakfasts and snacks of our childhood is taken to a new level here by Chef
Gr&eacute;gory Cohen in 60 mouthwatering recipes. Discover a delicious array of cakes, pastries and desserts made
with the classic store cupboard ingredient. Bakes include Nutella&reg; mixed berry muffins, babka and orange cake,
alongside delights such as Tarte Tatin, vanilla & praline &eacute;clairs and Yule log. With techniques and recipes to suit
every level of expertise, this book will appeal to everyone with a shared love of the World-famous spread.

About the Author
Gr&eacute;gory Cohen is a French celebrity chef, whose inventive and contemporary cooking style comes from his
diverse experience. He worked in the kitchen from an early age, studying at the family gourmet restaurant Le Galant
Verre. Gr&eacute;gory is now the television host and columnist on France Inter, the head of several culinary
establishments and has recently been working on a number of campaigns to promote better eating in hospitals and
schools. He is an Ambassador for Ferrero.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Plant Powered Mexican
Kate Ramos

Plant Powered Mexican goes far beyond veggie tacos, delivering creative recipes from Al Pastor Winter
Squash to Jackfruit Tinga Grain Bowls.

Description
In Plant Powered Mexican, Kate Ramos (Hola Jalepeno) takes you on a tour of her delicious, vegetable-driven kitchen
with 70+ recipes celebrating the flavors of Mexico. Mexican recipes have long been known for their fresh, vibrant
ingredients and delicious flavor combinations. However, its only recently that chefs and eaters alike have discovered
something wonderful: many Mexican recipes taste just as good (or better!) when vegetables are the star. This collection
of meat-free Mexican recipes includes favorites passed down from family as well as many of Kates own creations.
Chapters and recipes include:

- Low Cook: Spicy Mexican Gazpacho with Chopped Cucumber Salad; Cauliflower, Pepita, and Rice Salad Lettuce
Wraps; Chilled Avocado Soup with Farmers Market Fairy Dust; Tomatillo Poke Bowl with Avocado and Pink Grapefruit;
Marinated Vegetable Torta with Serrano-Lemon Aioli
- From the Stove: Spinach and Caramelized Onion Sopes, Winter Vegetable Enmoladas with Queso Fresco, Jackfruit
Tinga Grain Bowls, Squash Blossom Quesadillas with Tomatillo-Avocado Salsa, Poached Eggs Divorciados
- From the Oven: Roasted Carrot Barbacoa Tostadas, Sweet Pea and Potato Empanadas, One Pan Chile Rellenos,
Sheet Pan Chilaquiles Rojos with Cilantro-Lime Crema
- From the Grill: Sangria Marinated Veggie Skewers, Chipotle-spiced Cauliflower Tacos, Grilled Stuffed Peppers with
Mint, Queso Asado and Calabacitas
- Electric Pressure Cooker: Almond Mole, Poblano Pepper-Potato Soup with Toasted Pepitas, Vegan Red Pozole with
Mushrooms, Black Bean and Swiss Chard Enchilada Casserole

While some recipes are easier than others, they were all developed with the family table in mind. This means most are
weeknight meals meant to fit into a busy family's life. In addition to the centerpiece mains, you'll find salads, soups, bowls,
and plenty of classics to return to week after week as well-think time-tested salsa recipes, a foolproof version of Mexican
rice, and a hands-off pot of flavorful beans that can be served up four different ways.

Many of the recipes in the book are vegan and others can be made vegan by omitting or substituting cheese or milk.
Whether you are vegan, vegetarian, or simply a vegetable-loving cook, these are the Mexican recipes you've been waiting
for!

About the Author
Kate Ramos is the writer and creator of the Mexican-inspired food blog &iexcl;Hola! Jalape&ntilde;o. Ramos spent the
first ten years of her career in restaurant kitchens cooking under chefs Cindy Pawlcyn and Anne Rosenzweig, at
restaurants in Napa Valley, San Francisco, and New York. After leaving the restaurant world, Ramos moved into food
writing and editing at CHOW, where she helped manage the look and feel of the publication's food content. During the
span of her editorial career, she has written, tested, and edited thousands of recipes. Kate's work has been featured inHarvard Common Press
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Mexican Home Kitchen
Mely Martinez

Bring the authentic flavours of Mexico to your own home with The Mexican Home Kitchen, featuring 75+
recipes for every meal and occasion.

Description
With over 75 recipes, The Mexican Home Kitchen compiles the traditional home-style dishes enjoyed every day in
Mexican households-with a great influence from the states of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, Veracruz, Puebla, Estado de
Mexico, Tabasco, and Yucatan-including breakfasts, stews, soups, pastas, rice dishes, and moles, along with dishes like
enchiladas, picadillo, and milanesa, and rounded out with delicious salsas, drinks, and desserts.

For Mely Martinez, Mexican cooking has always been about family, community, and tradition. Mely started helping in the
kitchen at a very young age, since she was the oldest daughter of eight children, and spent summers at her
grandmother's farm in the state of Veracruz, where part of the daily activities included helping grind the corn to make
masa. She started her popular blog, Mexico in My Kitchen, to capture the recipes and memories of her home for her son
so that he will someday recreate and share these dishes with his own family. In the meantime, her blog has become the
go-to source for those looking for authentic home-style Mexican cooking.

Recreate these favourite dishes using inexpensive, easy-to-find ingredients:

• Caldo de Pollo (Mexican chicken soup)
• Beef Birria (shredded beef cooked in a red stew)
• Tacos de Bistec (steak tacos)
• Sopes (a street food made with dough and topped with various meat fillings)
• Pork Carnitas
• Salsa Taquera (salsa for tacos)
• Pork Tamales
• Red and Green Enchiladas
• Pastel de Tres Leches (a luscious and moist cake that's a Mexican favourite)
• Bunuelos (crispy dough fritters coated in sugar)
• Gorditas (classic Mexican street food with a variety of fillings)
• Queso Fundido (a melted cheese appetiser, topped with chorizo)
• Mole Poblano (one of the most classic and popular moles)
• Tamales de Elote (sweet tamales with a ground corn filling.
• Nopales recipes (recipes made with cactus paddles)
• Empanadas
• Chilaquiles
• Chicken Tingas

Complete with easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, stunning photos, recipe stories, and cooking tips, The MexicanRock Point Gift & Stationery
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Sourdough Baking with Kids
Natalya Syanova

Sourdough Baking with Kids brings the tradition of baking bread into your home by introducing kids to the
kitchen and sharing easy tips for creating sourdough starter and recipes for sourdough loaves and baked
goods.

Description
Introduce your kids to the secrets behind sourdough bread baking, a tradition the whole family can experience, share, and
enjoy together. Using three simple ingredients: water, flour and salt, Sourdough Baking with Kids teaches young bakers
and their families about the science behind caring for active sourdough starter: how to create it, keep it alive, feed it when
it's hungry, and prepare it for baking. Each recipe in this book includes different ingredients, colors, and techniques for
parents and kids to craft their own bread loaves together. Along the way, families can pick up breadcrumbs such as
changes to observe in the dough, fun facts about bread around the world, and little lessons on the patience and discipline
behind the process. Once the basics are under your belt, families can dive into kid-friendly breakdowns of sourdough loaf
and sourdough discard recipes including yeast-based baked goods recipes. Bake these and more fun and delicious
recipes with your kids:

- Easy Same-Day Sourdough Loaf
- Purple Corn Sourdough Loaf
- Sweet S'more Sourdough Loaf
- English Muffins
- Chocolate Cherry Brownies
- Apple Galette
- Chocolate Chip Cookies

Unplug from the world around you, open Sourdough Baking with Kids, and connect with your family in the kitchen through
this exciting baking experience you can share with your kids.

About the Author
Natasha Syanova is a Chicago-based mother of two and sourdough expert with over seven years of baking experience.
In 2013, she attended Food Enthusiast classes at the French Pastry School in Chicago to understand how to
professionally bake pastries from the industry's best. By 2020, her platform @NatashasBaking was named by Forbes as
one of the top bread influencers that are go-to references when you are learning to bake bread at home. She is constantly
exploring chemistry methods, flour types, proofing techniques, and more&mdash;proving that beautiful bread is both a
science and an art. Natasha brings the age-old secrets of successful bread baking to a new generation in her first book,
Sourdough Baking with Kids.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Pies Are Awesome
Jessica Leigh Clark-Bojin, foreword by Duff Goldman

Pies Are Awesome, the definitive guide to creating pie art from world-renowned pie artist Jessica Leigh Clark-
Bojin, includes never-before-seen techniques and 28 celebratory pie designs to get you started making
truly awesome pies.

Description
World-renowned pie artist Jessica Leigh Clark-Bojin shares her easy, approachable, and never-before-seen pie art
techniques, delicious recipes, and 28 pie art designs centered around holidays and life occasions. Let pie baker
extraordinaire Jessica Leigh Clark-Bojin take you by the oven mitt and spirit you away to a delicious, magical, new world
of pie-sibilities in this first of its kind pie art book!

Whether you are a master baker, a little pie-curious, or just want to drool over the pictures while you lounge in your fuzzy
socks, Jessica will show you just how easy it is for you to become your own pie-oneering pie artist! The pie art projects in
this book are centered around some of our most popular and cherished celebrations in the hopes that they will encourage
you to develop your own tasty new traditions with friends and family. The ample step-by-step photos take you through
Jessica's easy-to-follow, groundbreaking pie art techniques, while the friendly and funny (and a bit geeky) writing style
encourages experimentation and creative discovery. With Pies Are Awesome, get ready to wow the pants off your crew at
your next game night, baby shower, birthday party, or any of the social occasions that call for pie . . . which is, let's face it,
all of them. From decorative patterns to more elaborate themes, the pie art designs in this book, ranging from easy to
difficult, for novice and experienced bakers alike, include amazing-looking and -tasting pies to celebrate:

- Birthdays (children and adults)
- Weddings
- Baby Showers
- New Years Eve/Day
- Super Bowl
- Lunar New Year
- Valentines Day
- Pi Day
- St. Patricks Day
- Easter
- Mother's Day
- Father's Day
- Fourth of July
- Bastille Day
- Diwali
- Halloween
- Day of the Dead
- Thanksgiving Rock Point Gift & Stationery
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Book of Shadows
Anastasia Greywolf

The Book of Shadows is your all-in-one journal resource for learning the basics of witchcraft, performing over
40 spells and rituals, documenting your spellwork, and then reflecting on your inner witch with creative
prompts to transform your life.

Description
Whether you are new to witchcraft or perhaps a more seasoned enchanter, this beautifully illustrated journal contains
everything you need to learn, practice, and document your spells in one place. Are you ready to start casting a spell for
some better luck? Or what about attracting that special someone?

Author Anastasia Greywolf guides your way in this enchanting journal created as a companion to Witchcraft: A Handbook
of Magic Spells and Potions but that also works perfectly as a journal on its own. She starts by teaching the basics of
witchcraft, including an in-depth review of the materials, tools, and ingredients needed; then gives detailed explanations
on how to create an altar, find and use essential items for spells, and contact your inner witch power. With this
knowledge, you can practice and perfect the 40+ spells and rituals included, from strengthening special friendships to
becoming more creative and successful in your life. Each spell is accompanied by a section to record all the details about
the spell, followed by reflective journal prompts to give more insight into your intentions, hopes, and wishes for
spellcasting.

The Book of Shadows is your all-in-one resource to finding your inner witch and transforming your life. The Mystical
Handbook series from Wellfleet takes you on a magical journey through the wonderful world of spellcraft and spellcasting.
Explore a new practice with each volume and learn how to incorporate spells, rituals, blessings, and cleansings into your
daily routine. These portable companions feature beautiful foil-detail covers and color-saturated interiors on a premium
paper blend.

Also available from the series: Witchcraft, Love Spells, Moon Magic, Moon Magic Journal, Knot Magic, Superstitions,
House Magic, Herbal Magic, and Goddess Magic.

About the Author
Anastasia Greywolf, author of Witchcraft and Love Spells, is a practicing witch and herbalist with many decades (some
say centuries) of experience in casting and conjuring. She lives in the Northeastern United States where she is a founding
member of the Coven of the Moonbeam Ravine.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Into Green
Rose Ray,  Caro Langton

Into Green is a meditative and engaging guide to help us reconnect with nature and tune in to the natural world
around us

Description
Into Green is an invitation to journey into nature, no matter how urban your environment or green your neighbourhood. It's
a book of projects, wisdom and ideas that not only inspire you to get outside and enjoy this beautiful planet, but to find
meaningful interactions with nature that cultivate a happier headspace. Authors Caro Langton and Rose Ray, founders of
Studio RoCo, explore how being surrounded by green can bring you calm, hope, bravery, wonder and a sense of
belonging, and help you connect with green so that you can expand and retreat, grow and disappear, and to ultimately
find and lose yourself in nature.

The book is full simple rituals to incorporate into your everyday life, as well as facts, wonders and science that spark awe
(which almost always lead to seeing the world differently) and creative projects that build a confident relationship with
nature, from creating a wildflower window box to dyeing fabrics with plant materials.

About the Author
ROSE RAY and CARO LANGTON run a successful &lsquo;green interior' company called Ro Co, which is dedicated to
transforming urban spaces with purifying tropical planting designs. They are the authors of the international hit, House of
Plants, and the first indoor plant propagation handbook, Root Nurture Grow.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The History of Tarot Art
Holly Adams Easley,  Esther Joy Archer

With warmth and wisdom, authors Holly Adams Easley and Esther Joy Archer delve into the fascinating history
and stories behind centuries of tarot artwork in The History of Tarot Art.

Description
The History of Tarot Art offers a fresh and accessible look at the art styles, artists, and history behind more than a dozen
of the world's most noteworthy tarot decks.Guided by Holly Adams Easley and Esther Joy Archer, hosts of the popular
Wildly Tarot podcast, this deluxe collector's book provides a fresh look at the influence of tarot from its beginnings to
today.

The elegant slipcase, 24 removable Sola-Busca tarot cards, and illustrated fold-out timeline with important dates in tarot
development make this package a must-have for any tarot fan.The History of Tarot Art shows how tarot morphed from a
fifteenth century card game to a popular modern activity. Learn more about the stories behind the art of tarot's most
influential decks, like Rider-Waite-Smith and Aleister Crowley's Thoth Tarot, as well as the female artists whose work was
often overshadowed in their time.The History of Tarot Art also takes a close look at the Visconti, Sola-Busca, Tarot de
Marseille, Aquarian, Morgan-Greer, Motherpeace, Cosmic, Druidcraft, Wild Unknown, and Deviant Moon decks,
alongside dozens of contemporary decks. In many cases, you'll see how tarot art reflects its era. The Morgan-Greer deck,
for example, could only have been born in the 1970s. More recent decks, such as Black Power Tarot and Fifth Spirit
Tarot, aim to represent more diverse experiences in regard to race, gender, and sexuality. The book also provides tips for
doing your own tarot readings and a cheat sheet on the meanings of the Rider-Waite-Smith, Thoth, and Tarot de
Marseille cards.

Whether you're a longtime tarot practitioner or a newcomer to the practice, you'll find fascinating new insights in this
retrospective.

About the Author
Holly Adams Easley is a lifelong spiritual searcher with a fondness for surrounding herself with beautiful things. Her first
exposure to card-reading came at the hands of a friendly nun and a bowl of small angel cards in the early 2000s, but she
has been putting her efforts towards studying, collecting, and reading tarot cards since 2016. Since 2018, she has co-
hosted the popular Wildly Tarot podcast (discussing tarot reading, tarot decks, and mystical life). An academic advisor at
a large public university by day, Holly emphasizes the allure of growth, the importance of knowing yourself, and the joy of
learning, both at work and in life. Esther Joy Archer has been an avid tarot reader, deck creator, collector, and tarot
educator since 2017. Always a spiritual person, she found tarot to be a unique tool to empower herself and others in their
own journeys. Soon after meeting Holly Adams Easley, she began co-hosting the Wildly Tarot podcast, where every week
they get the opportunity to be “tarot big sisters” to their listeners. Esther currently lives in South Korea where she
continued her career in education by teaching elementary students in a small town. She lives with her husband, adorable
dogs, and a vast collection of reptiles.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Crystal Fix
Juliette Thornbury

The Crystal Fix is a refreshingly modern guide to the ancient practice of using crystals for healing and
wellbeing, including a room-by-room guide to crystals in your home and a directory of over 60 stones.

Description
This delightful - and highly accessible - book is beautifully illustrated and filled with hints and tips to help you make the
most of your crystals. Im sure youll enjoy it as much as I did. Judy Hall, bestselling author of The Crystal Bible Luminosity
Crystals founder, Juliette Thornbury, provides all the information you need to create a beautiful and empowering home
environment with healing crystals. Featuring a dedicated section organised by the key rooms in the home, this modern
guide to crystals helps you choose stones that will attract the energy you want in each space. Infused with the energy of
Mother Nature, every crystal has a unique set of healing properties which, armed with a little knowledge, you can unlock
and harness to improve all aspects of life. From tackling insomnia to relieving anxiety and fostering creativity, crystals can
energize, calm and inspire.

About the Author
Juliette Thornbury first created Luminosity Crystals in 2015 from the hills behind Byron Bay, Australia. An idea based
around her hope to share a little bit of the magic and wonder that Mother Earth consistently provides, Luminosity Crystals
has now grown into a thriving online shop, renowned for its sustainable and high-quality sourcing, and a dedicated
community. Juliette handpicks each and every crystal for the store carefully for beauty, meaning, and energy. She is
passionate about stocking not only the highest-quality specimens, but also the most beautiful and unique. Juliette knows
that each and every stone has its own story and, with its unique healing properties, can be a powerful assistant to its
owner in their wellness journey - whatever that may be. A talented photographer, Juliettes images are regularly shared on
social media, and Luminosity Crystals boosts 97.2k Instagram followers.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 A Beginner's Guide to Pendulum Magic (kit)
Editors of Chartwell

The perfect beginner's guide to learning and connecting with your intuitive wisdom with the help of a
pendulum.

Description
A Beginner's Guide to Pendulum Magic includes a 32 page book, chakra cards, amethyst crystal pendulum and keepsake
velvet pouch.

About the Author

Chartwell
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Natural Magick
Lindsay Squire, illustrated by Viki Lester

Wake the witch within and kindle your own personal source of power with The Witch of the Forest's Guide to
Natural Magick.

Description
Whether you're an out-and-proud witch in progress, or a witch in the broom closet, this spellbinding beginner's book will
teach you how to discover the natural magick within you, and use it to thrive! Magick has the power to transform your
relationship with yourself, the people around you, and the natural world. Featuring introductions to everything you need to
know to get started in your Craft, this is the ultimate guide that you will want to return to again and again as you develop
your practice, and discover how magical Witchcraft is as a form of self-care. Including tried-and-true tips and tricks taken
from The Witch of the Forest's personal grimoire, learn about:

- How to build a budget-friendly practice using only simple tools and ingredients in your cupboards
- The witch's wheel of the year
- Spellcraft
- Candle magick
- Herbs and foraging
- Divination, such as tarot, scrying and pendulum dowsing
- Creating your own sigils
- A witch's relationship to the moon, sky and nature
- How to practice witchcraft discretely in the broomcloset

... and much more! Suitable for every type of witch and witchling - green, house, eclectic, solitary, or undecided! - this
book also includes a pendulum board that you can remove to help answer all your questions. If you are a witch in the
broom closet, simply remove the jacket from this book or download as an ebook for more discreet reading. Ground
yourself in your magick, and embrace the simpler, but just as powerful side of the modern witching hour!

About the Author
Lindsay Squire is a practitioner of eclectic Witchcraft and is the Witch behind the popular Instagram account, The Witch of
the Forest. She has been walking her own spiritual path for over a decade, and is passionate about helping and
empowering Witches at the beginning of their Witchcraft journeys. Lindsay lives in her home county of Yorkshire with her
husband and their three mischievous cats, Luna, Salem, and Merlin.Viki Lester of Forensics & Flowers is an illustrator
from London. Her work inspires people to feel magical, and features positivity with a dark botanical twist.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Hello Rainbow
Momtaz Begum-Hossain

Who doesn't need more colour and joy in their lives? In Hello Rainbow, meet Momtaz Begum-Hossain: a
colour therapy expert on a mindful mission promoting the holistic hues of the rainbow.

Description
An uplifting, mood-boosting book that promotes the joy of colour, Hello Rainbow takes the reader on a vibrant journey
through the rainbow spectrum inspired by the therapeutic benefits of colour therapy. Vibrantly illustrated with full-colour
photography, Hello Rainbow explains the principles of colour therapy combined with a new colour theory created by the
author and colour therapy expert Momtaz Begum-Hossain: Hello Hue, a seven-point manifesto for how to use colour to
boost your mood and mental well-being.

This book:

- Introduces you to the therapeutic healing benefits of colour theory such as colour breathing and making solar-charged
water, alongside fascinating facts.
- Shows you how colour can be experienced in different aspects of life such as food, nature, travel, interiors and fashion.
- Celebrates how colour brings community together like rainbows becoming an LGBTQ+ symbol, and colourful festivals
that take place around the world.
- Gives you practical Rainbow Rituals so you can harness the benefits of colour, with prompts and exercises like going on
explorative Rainbow Hunting adventures.
- Encourages you to play with colour by trying mindful crafts techniques such as painting and sewing, making your
creativity thrive.

Whether you're a colour lover or are colour cautious, you will gain a renewed confidence and zest for life, you'll feel good
about yourself and your positive energy will be infectious to others. A powerful and life-changing read, Hello Rainbow is
sparking a resurgence in colour therapy, a non-invasive, harmless, accessible therapy that everyone can embrace and
benefit from.

About the Author
Momtaz Begum-Hossain is an award-winning journalist and colour therapist. Her travels around the world in search of
colour inspired her to create the Hello Hue philosophy; a seven-point manifesto for how to use colour to boost your mood
and mental well-being. She runs life-enhancing colour workshops, has been featured by BBC, HuffPost and The
Guardian, and worked with brands such as Akzo Nobel, Dunelm, Walkers and Heal's. @momtazbh
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Philosophers' Library
Adam Ferner,  Chris Meyns

A unique collection of works that marked the development of philosophy from classical times to the new
millennium.

Description
The Philosophers' Library features the most important philosophy manuscripts and books as stepping stones to take your
through the history of philosophy. By cataloguing the history of philosophy via its key works, this book reflects the physical
results of human thinking and endeavour; brilliant thought manifested in titles that literally changed the course of
knowledge, sometimes by increments, and sometimes with revolutionary impact. This is a unique book of books, all as
beautiful as they are important, whether they be ancient, modern or those in-between.

Eye-catching antique fonts on leather covers, inked illustrations on vellum, and inspiring graphics on well-worn jackets
draw the reader in. Each book is detailed with publication date and title, the author is described, his or her key work
outlined, and its context highlighted. The text brings these books as artefacts to life, telling the story of what philosophy
was and is, how it appeared and when

About the Author
Adam Ferner has worked in academic philosophy in France and the UK, as well as in schools, youth centres and other
alternative learning spaces. He has written three books - Organisms and Personal Identity (Routledge, 2016), Think
Differently (White Lion Publishing, 2018) and, with Nadia Mehdi and Zara Bain, Crash Course: Philosophy (Ivy, 2019) -
and has been published widely in philosophical and popular journals. Adam is an associate editor of the Forum's Essays,
and a member of the Changelings, a North London fiction collaboration.

Chris Meyns is a researcher working in philosophy and history of science. They write, speak at places worldwide and
teach at both undergraduate and graduate level in various programmes. They regularly organize workshops and run
projects to further open exchange. They previously worked at the University of Cambridge, and received their PhD in
philosophy from University College, London. They have held visiting positions at the Center for Philosophy of Science at
the University of Pittsburgh, the University of Toronto, LMU Munich and Yale University. They are based in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Let's Get Lost
Finn Beales

Let's Get Lost is a stunning photographic collection showcasing 21 of Instagram's most respected outdoor
photographers and adventurers, revealing the people behind the lens, their stories, ways of working and,
most importantly, the remote locations they go to capture breathtaking shots.

Description
Get away from it all with this unique collection of epic landscape photography from 21 of Instagram's finest outdoor
photographers. Curated by award-winning travel and lifestyle photographer Finn Beales, Let's Get Lost offers pure visual
escapism with over 200 of the most mind-blowing shots of remote places. Each of the photographers profiled reveal their
unique stories and the little-known locations they have discovered that allow them to capture such breathtaking images,
from Chris Burkard's perilous tour of Russia's iciest extremities, and Emilie Ristevski's wanderlust-filled journey through
Namibia's wild heart, to Timothy Allen's airborne search for a long-lost Bulgarian monument.For the adventurous amongst
us, this book dares you to get off the beaten track and go in search of the most remarkable natural environments on the
planet. Chapters capturing off-grid coastal views, rugged mountain landscapes, majestic forests and expansive
wildernesses are all featured, stirring within you a sense of adventure. From the Pacific Northwest to Southeast Asia, New
Zealand to Scandinavia, these are the places where amazing photos are taken, now you need to experience them.
Photographers featured:

- Finn Beales (finn)
- Alex Strohl (alexstrohl)
- Jonathan Gregson (jonathangregsonphotography)
- Richard Gaston (richardgaston)
- Cath Simard (cathsimard)
- Emilie Ristevski (helloemilie)
- Reuben Wu (itsreuben)
- Laura Pritchett (bythebrush)
- Lucy Laucht (lucylaucht)
- Chris Burkard (chrisburkard)
- Molly Steele (moristeele)
- Benjamin Hardman (benjaminhardman)
- Greg Lecoeur (greg.lecoeur)
- Charly Savely (charlysavely)
- Timothy Allen (timothy_allen)
- Hannes Becker (hannes_becker)
- Tobias Hagg (airpixels)
- Callum Snape (calsnape)
- Nicolee Drake (cucinadigitale)
- Holly-Marie Cato (h_cato)
- Mads Peter Iversen (madspeteriversen_photography) White Lion Publishing
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Betty White: 100 Remarkable Moments in an Extraordinary Life
Ray Richmond

Betty White: 100 Remarkable Moments in an Extraordinary Life is a photography-rich retrospective of the most
significant events and achievements of one of America's most loved and endearing stars.

Description
Betty White: 100 Remarkable Moments in an Extraordinary Life is a visual salute to the First Lady of Television, spanning
her more than 80 years as a performer and star of such legendary series as The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Golden
Girls.

Packed with photographs from her decades in comedy as well as a contestant on game shows including What's My
Line?, Password, To Tell the Truth, and Match Game, and interviews with friends and colleagues, such as Carol Burnett
and Candice Bergen, the book chronicles 100 highlights from the acting life and passions that have defined an
entertainment career like no other. White's pioneering legacy extends back to the earliest days of TV in the 1950s, when
she served as both producer and star of the sitcom Life with Elizabeth during an era that predated glass ceilings. The
volume also vividly illustrates the beloved White's lifelong advocacy for animals as well as the masterful comic versatility
she displayed even as she closed in on the century mark.

Revel in Betty White's talent, elegance, and spunk with this photographic retrospective of her life.

About the Author
Award-winning journalist and bestselling author Ray Richmond has worked as a chief television critic, columnist, and
reporter for several publications, including The Hollywood Reporter, Daily Variety, the Los Angeles Daily News, The
Orange County Register and (online) Deadline Hollywood. He has interviewed many of the most famous celebrities and
icons in the world, including Elizabeth Taylor, Lucille Ball, Shirley MacLaine, George Burns, Chris Rock, Martin Scorsese,
Ben Stiller, Amy Schumer, Steve Carell, and Jimmy Kimmel. As an author, Richmond's books include memoir
collaborations with the 98-year-old stage and screen legend Janis Paige (Reading Between the Lines) and the famed
character actor William Sanderson (Yes, I'm That Guy). His earlier books include the New York Times bestseller The
Simpsons: A Complete Guide to Our Favorite Family, This is Jeopardy! Celebrating America's Favorite Quiz Show, TV
Moms: An Illustrated Guide, and My Greatest Day in Show Business. He lives with his wife Jill and son Dylan in Los
Angeles.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How To Live Icelandic
Nina Bjork Jonsdottir,  Edda Magnus and  Gunnar Freyr

The ultimate insider's guide to Iceland, full of inspiration and ideas and how tos to help you experience the very
best of Icelandic life, landscape, culture, style and art.

Description
Known as "The Land of Fire and Ice," Iceland is a country of contrasts, from its enormous glaciers to its active volcanoes,
the long summers with near 24-hours of sunshine to the short winter days.How to Live Icelandic is the ultimate insider's
guide to the country, including its strong literary tradition that started with the ancient Icelandic Sagas, violent tales of
blood feuds, traditions, family and character, up to contemporary crime fiction that has taken the world by storm. Also
featured is the country's prosperous and vital music scene, with home-grown talent such as Bjork, Sigur Ros and Of
Monsters and Men, it's burgeoning film industry and its variety of cuisine from fish and skyr, to liquorice and hot dogs.

This beautiful book is full of inspiration and insight into this progressive and peaceful nation that has freedom, community
and equality at its core, revealing why Iceland remains one of the happiest countries in the world.

About the Author
N&iacute;na Bj&ouml;rk J&oacute;nsd&oacute;ttir is an Icelandic diplomat, as well as former tour guide and journalist.
Born and bred in Iceland, N&iacute;na Bj&ouml;rk has spent a quarter of her life abroad, studying and working in various
countries in Europe. She is the author of a children&lsquo;s book on Icelandic heroines throughout history, &Iacute;
slandsd&aelig;tur (Daughters of Iceland), published in 2020. N&iacute;na Bj&ouml;rk lives in Reykjav&iacute;k with her
two children.Edda Magnus is an Icelandic British global health expert, working in the area of vaccines. Since first leaving
Iceland in 1996, she has spent countless hours explaining the peculiarities of her beloved homeland to curious friends
and colleagues from around the world. She lives in Geneva, Switzerland with her husband and two children.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Urban Botanics
Emma Sibley, illustrated by Maaike Koster

A stunning, lifestyle guide to indoor plants, including: flowering, cacti, succulents and foliage. With illustrations
by Maaike Koster and authoritative text by Emma Sibley.

Description
Driven by the beautiful artwork of Maaike Koster (illustrator and interior designer), alongside Emma Sibley's (co-founder of
UK-based London Terrariums) text, this collection of stunning illustrations is accompanied by thoughtful information. Each
plant is rendered in considered detail taking up a full double page spread, with half of this space allotted to the illustration,
facing a paragraph on its origins, care tips and any information about fellow species. This is not meant to be an
intimidating tome; the limited text and the illustrations will be an initial inspiration. The joy of these plants is that they are
easy to maintain, and everyone has access to them - you no longer need to have a back garden to turn your hand to this
green-fingered past time. Succulents, cacti, flowering and foliage plants are growing everywhere and their ubiquity is
adding interest, tranquillity and colour in every corner of our lives.

About the Author
EMMA SIBLEY is founder of London Terrariums, which began out of a sincere desire to engage with nature in the urban
environment. These comprehensive workshops pass on the knowledge and deep fascination with how plants behave and
the exciting part terrariums play in the history of horticulture.MAAIKE KOSTER is a Dutch designer, illustrator and
entrepreneur. She has set up My Deer Art Shop online as well as My Deers shop in Haarlem, the Netherlands, where she
can express her inexhaustible passion for her profession, transforming ideas into inspiring concepts and amazing
designs.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Modernist Estates
Stefi Orazi

A celebration of modernist architecture as it is lived in today

Description
Take an inside look at some of the most remarkable and sometimes controversial estates in Britain and the impact they
have on their communities. Featuring twenty-one modernist homes and their residents, this unique and beautifully
designed book presents an overview of the buildings and architects, considers the historical and political context, and
explores what it's like to live on a modernist estate today. Through interviews and original photography, were offered a
rare insight into the lives of these significant buildings and those who inhabit them. Estates include: Isokon Pullman Court
Golden Lane Estate Keeling House The Hall Dulwich Park Estate Manygate Lane Park Hill Sivill House Draper House
Perronet House Barbican Brunswick Centre Byker Christchurch Estate Dunboyne Road Estate Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate Whittington Estate Greenwich Millenium Village Balfron Tower

About the Author
STEFI ORAZI is a London-based designer and author of Modernist Estates: The buildings and the people who live in
them today (2015) and The Barbican Estate (2018).
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Winter Gardens
Cedric Pollet

An inspirational reference book which visits twenty of the most beautiful winter gardens in Britain and France
before detailing over 300 plants and species you can use to transform your garden in this most
underappreciated season.

Description
WINNER OF THE GARDEN MEDIA GUILD - GARDEN BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD 2018 Cedric Pollet is the author /
photographer of the acclaimed book Bark: An Intimate Look at the Worlds Trees (over 50,000 sales worldwide). In his
next book, he visits 20 of the most beautiful winter gardens in France and the UK, showing with stunning photography the
ways in which they delight in this often neglected season, using structural planting, subtle textures, and pops of colour
from branches and berries. The second half of the book is an illustrated directory of over 300 plants which encourage
readers to achieve these effects in their own gardens. There is nothing else available like this large format inspirational
reference book, by one of todays masters of garden photography.

About the Author
C&eacute;dric Pollet has combined his scientific background and his passion for plants to create a highly informative text,
which compliments the beauty of his photographs. He is the author of Bark: An Intimate Look at the Worlds Trees, which
was awarded the Redout&eacute; Prix Artistique for 2009 in his native France and sold over 50,000 copies worldwide.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Cat Purrsonality Test
Alison Davies, illustrated by Alissa Levy

Feline friend or foe? Follow nine puss personality tests to find out! Answer 81 multiple choice questions to find
out who your pet really is and how their mysterious mind works. Questions are organised by classic cat
behaviours and life areas, from sleeping habits and vocal communication to their sense of adventure and
unique cattitude. Match your answers to one or more of the 36 colourful puss profiles to demystify their pet
peeves and strange habits, and read on to become a moggy mastermind.

Description
Become a moggy mastermind with nine fun and easy-to-score personality tests. From cat speak to curious quirks,
discover your feline's true nature to better nurture your bond. It begins with a simple question: what are your cats classic
behaviours? Whether they're testily knocking over your mug of piping hot tea or affectionately cuddling into your arms for
a morning squeeze, each of these enigmatic actions and strange habits, pet peeves and preferences, tells us something
about who they are and what they're really thinking.

This hilarious book is kitty psychology 101. Begin your lifelong quest of demystifying your pets mysterious mind by
answering 81 multiple choice questions. Each code-breaking quiz represents a different area of a cats life (all nine of
them!) and links to the Feline Five (Neuroticism, Extroversion, Dominance, Impulsiveness, Agreeableness). Moocher or
Tearaway? Pragmatist or Intellectual? Screwball or Sheriff? Match your answers to one or more of the 36 colourful puss
profiles, adorably illustrated by #caturday artist Alissa Levy (@levysfriends), to discover a little more about their tells and
traits and what these can teach you about them.

Tests include:

- TOP CAT: Reflect on your cats social circle and how they interact with others.
- DAY-TO-DAY KITTY: Every daily habit offers a meaningful clue, from their preferred routine to how they handle
disruptions.
- MOGGY MASTERMIND: Penetrate the powers of your kittys mind, from problem solving techniques to how they handle
you!
- PUSS-IN-BOOTS: Grooming is much more than looking at your insta-cat finest. Unpick their wellbeing, general moods
and energy levels.
- PAWS, SNOOZE, REPEAT: See what your cats snoozing positions, patterns and behaviours reveal.
- PURR TIME: Find out what each favourite toy or game signifies.
- CATTITUDE: Unique, laugh-out-loud and bizarre quirks all offer tell-tale signs of different feline traits.
- CHAT WITH A CAT: Whether two- or simply one-way, oral and physical communication are what bonds cats and
owners.
- MOGGY ON THE MOVE: Investigate how your cat acts when its out and about. Dedicated to cat lovers everywhere.

About the Author
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Moon Magic Journal
Aurora Kane

With the Moon Magic Journal, you'll follow each Moon phase as you create clear intentions and affirmations to
enhance your magical journey.

Description
Harness the power of the magical, mystical, glorious Moon with spells, rituals, meditations, and self-reflection prompts for
each phase. The Moon is one of our most prominent and ancient symbols. It has shaped how we understand and track
time, its movement controls the tides, and its rise into the sky signals the coming of night. The distinct phases of the lunar
cycle have associations with different states of being. These states mirror a kind of spiritual quest that, like our search for
ourselves, never ends. When we observe the Moon, we see reflections of the grand pattern of life that is birth, death, and
rebirth. With this invaluable Moon Magic Journal, each Moon phase is explored individually to cover the phases main
themes along with moon rituals, spells, meditations, and practical ways to manifest what you desire. You will:

- Create clear intentions and affirmations to enhance your magical journey.
- Properly conduct spells and rituals at exactly the right lunar moment to strengthen the flow of power.
- Take the time to ponder questions meant to help you embrace the divine energy of the Moon.
- Explore magical toolboxes filled with tips for using the right gemstones, crystals, candles, essential oil, or herbs for
practicing Moon magic.

Open your arms to Mother Moon, and allow her to take you into hers, with the Moon Magic Journal.

The Mystical Handbook series from Wellfleet takes you on a magical journey through the wonderful world of spellcraft and
spellcasting. Explore a new practice with each volume and learn how to incorporate spells, rituals, blessings, and
cleansings into your daily routine. These portable companions feature beautiful foil-detail covers and color-saturated
interiors on a premium paper blend.

Other titles in the series include: Witchcraft, Love Spells, Knot Magic, Superstitions, House Magic, and Herbal Magic.

About the Author
Aurora Kane&mdash;author of Moon Magic, House Magic, and Herbal Magic&mdash;is a practicing witch and herbalist
with many decades (some say centuries) of experience in casting and conjuring. She lives in the Northeastern United
States where she is a founding member of the Coven of the Moonbeam Ravine.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Moon Magic
Aurora Kane

Harness the power of the magical, mystical, glorious Moon with more than 100 spells, chants, and rituals,
along with Esbat celebrations for the Full Moon. Moon Magic is the third book in the best-selling Magic
series, following Witchcraft and Love Magic.

Description
With Moon Magic, invite the power of the Moon into your life every day to help with anything from fixing your computer to
blessing your pets.

The Moon is one of our most prominent and ancient symbols. It has shaped how we understand and track time, its
movement controls the tides, and its rise into the sky signals the coming of night. All of these roles have cemented our
relationship with the Moon and its important place in our myths and culture. The distinct phases of the lunar cycle have
associations with different states of being. These states mirror a kind of spiritual quest which, like our search for
ourselves, never ends. When we observe the Moon, we see reflections of the grand pattern of life that is birth, death, and
rebirth.

With this invaluable handbook, follow the Moon as she traverses each sign of the zodiac and discover how each
astrological phase affects magic-and how your personal Moon sign affects your magical work. The discussions include
the influence of the seldom-discussed energies of the True-Blue Moon, the Black Moon, the Void of Course Moon, and
the lunar eclipse.

You will learn how to properly conduct spells using candles and gemstones at exactly the right lunar moment to enhance
the flow of power. Each Moon phase is explored individually to cover the phase's main themes along with moon rituals,
intention setting, and practical ways to celebrate and manifest health, wealth, and confidence. You'll also find herb and
crystal lists as they relate to each moon phase and information on traditional lunar herbs, including lavender, jasmine,
willow, moonwort, mug wort, pumpkin, and sandalwood.

Open your arms to Mother Moon, and allow her to take you into hers, with Moon Magic.

About the Author
Aurora Kane is a practicing witch and herbalist with many decades (some say centuries) of experience in casting and
conjuring. She lives in the Northeastern United States where she is a founding member of the Coven of the Moonbeam
Ravine.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Unofficial Bridgerton Coloring Book
becker&mayer! , illustrated by Wesley Jones

Unofficial Bridgerton Coloring Book features 30 one-sided, removable coloring pages inspired by the hit Netflix
series Bridgerton.

Description
Fans of the hit Netflix series Bridgerton will love this lush coloring book with 30 original coloring pages inspired by the
show. With the Unofficial Bridgerton Coloring Book, you can color your own outrageous gowns for the Featherington
sisters, hunky heroes, or a calming English garden. Features:

- 30 original illustrations to color and enjoy
- One-side printing so colors don't bleed through
- Large, easily frameable pages
- Perforated pages for easy framing

Relive the high society glamour and drama as you color these elegant images to life.

About the Author
The becker&mayer! Creative Team develops unique and interactive books and kits for adults that deliver high quality
content and packaging. Bringing together pop culture and fandoms of all kinds, becker&mayer! books aims to inspire and
educate with an element of whimsical and irreverent fun!Wesley Jones is a professional illustrator and graphic designer.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Forever Friends
Editors of Chartwell Books

You already know everything about your best friend, but the interactive keepsake journal Forever Friends
solidifies that companionship for…well…ever.

Description
The best of friends share the best of themselves and they're all the better for it. Interactive keepsake journal Forever
Friends is a celebration of love, companionship, elation, and laughter. This journal is meant to be written in by both
partners of a friendship. While away the hours with a slew of different creative journal activities. Broken up into 5 separate
chapters (Our Friendship Story, Celebrations, Dreams we Dream, Sunshine for Rough Days, and Just for Fun), the past,
present, and future all have their space to shine. Share yourself with your closest confidant completely (and enjoy
yourselves while doing so). Record your daring adventures and your inside jokes.

Discuss the special parts of each other that can never be replaced and celebrate your camaraderie. Whether you and
your friends have been close since childhood or are recently attached at the hip, friends always have an abundance to
talk about. Learn the inner working of your BFF's favorite faves. With so much of our lives and contact going digital, the
Creative Keepsakes journals offer an intimate way to nurture your connection with yourself and the people around you.
An entertaining way to get off your screen, these guided and free-form journals are great for writers and artists alike. Each
journal offers content around a different theme, including silly prompts for a laugh, random yet thoughtful questions,
inspiration for art and composition, interactive prompts to learn about your heritage, and blank interiors on high-quality
paper stock to use as your creative canvas. Beautifully designed and full of mindful prompts, channel your inspiration as
you put pen (or pencil, or marker, or crayon!) to paper to learn more about yourself, your talents, and the people you love.

Also in this Series: 3,001 Questions All About Me, 301 Things to Draw, 301 Writing Ideas, Create Comics: A Sketchbook,
Inner Me, Internet Password Book, My Father's Life, My Grandmother's Life, My Life Story, 3,001 This or That Questions,
My Grandfather's Life, Create the Poem, Complete the Drawing Journal, Mom and Me Journal, Why I Love You Journal,
Create the Story, and Destroy & Design This Journal.

About the Author
Publishing and supplying books to wholesalers, mail order companies, and retail stores for over 60 years, Chartwell
Books publishes across a wide range of subjects, including history, craft, home reference, puzzles and games, music and
music instruction, art instruction, transportation, and more.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 300 Crossword Puzzles
Amanda Darby

300 General Crosswords puts your trivia knowledge to the text with 300 fun-filled crossword puzzles that will
keep you on your toes for hours at a time.

Description
Test your trivia knowledge with these 300 crossword puzzles! Organized into 50 easy, 225 medium, and 25 difficult
puzzles, see how many you can solve correctly. In addition to the sheer fun and satisfaction of working out puzzles,
science has shown that puzzle solving improves cognitive function, memory, and mood. This beautifully designed puzzle
book features:

- 300 crossword puzzles providing hours of brain-sharpening entertainment
- A range of challenge levels, from easy to difficult
- Layflat format that keeps the book open while you solve
- 6.5” &times; 9” size, perfect for on-the-go puzzling

300 General Crosswords is perfect for getting your mind in shape or for straight-out solving fun.Also available from the
Life is Better with Puzzles series:300 Science Crosswords, 300 Movie Word Searches, 300 Women in History Word
Searches, 300 National Parks Crosswords, and 300 General Word Searches.

About the Author
Marcel Danesi, PhD, is a full professor of linguistic anthropology and the director of the program in semiotics at the
University of Toronto. He is also co-director of the CogSci Network of the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical
Sciences. He has written extensively on puzzles, including The Anthropology of Puzzles (Bloomsbury, 2018) and Ahmes'
Legacy: Puzzles and the Mathematical Mind (Springer, 2018). He also writes a puzzle blog for Psychology Today and
composes puzzles for various magazines, including Prevention and Reader's Digest.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 300 Word Search Puzzles
Rebecca Falcon

300 General Word Searches puts your trivia knowledge to the text with 300 fun-filled word searches that will
keep you on your toes for hours a time!

Description
Test your trivia knowledge with these 300 word searches! Organized into 50 easy, 225 medium, and 25 difficult puzzles,
see how many you can solve correctly. In addition to the sheer fun and satisfaction of working out puzzles, science has
shown that puzzle solving improves cognitive function, memory, and mood. This beautifully designed word search book
features:

- 300 word searches providing hours of brain-sharpening entertainment
- A range of challenge levels, from easy to difficult
- Layflat format that keeps the book open while you solve
- 6.5” &times; 9” size, perfect for on-the-go puzzling

300 General Word Searches is perfect for getting your mind in shape or for straight-out solving fun.Also available from the
Life is Better with Puzzles series:300 Science Crosswords, 300 Movie Word Searches, 300 Women in History Word
Searches, 300 National Parks Crosswords, and 300 General Crosswords.

About the Author
Marcel Danesi, PhD, is a full professor of linguistic anthropology and the director of the program in semiotics at the
University of Toronto. He is also co-director of the CogSci Network of the Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical
Sciences. He has written extensively on puzzles, including The Anthropology of Puzzles (Bloomsbury, 2018) and Ahmes'
Legacy: Puzzles and the Mathematical Mind (Springer, 2018). He also writes a puzzle blog for Psychology Today and
composes puzzles for various magazines, including Prevention and Reader's Digest.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Conscious Creativity cards
Philippa Stanton

Conscious Creativity Cards offer inspiring images and prompts to help us connect to ourselves and our
creative flow.

Description
Craving more moments of intentional creative clarity and fun? These inspiring prompt cards are a joyful reminder to slow
down, be mindful and embrace the random beauty and synchronicity in the everyday.

Portable, interactive, multi-purpose, calming and playful, the 108 collectible cards are a simple way to connect to our
senses, ourselves and the world around us. Each unique card has a colourful iconic @5ftinf image on one side and an
inspiring conscious creativity prompt on the other. Pick a card, tune into the prompt, and take the time to reflect. You can
also play an iconic game (happy families or snap, anyone?) and a visual quiz - or even make up one of your own - or
simply feel inspired by the images to find yourself in a meditative state of creative flow. Take these beautiful Conscious
Creativity Cards and booklet with you to tap into your intuition, open up your creative pathways and spark your personal
creativity.

Discover even more ways to mindfully explore your creativity with: Conscious Creativity (2018) and Conscious Creativity:
The Workbook (2020).

About the Author
Philippa Stanton is a professional artist and photographer with more than 20 years' experience of creating and teaching
art. She holds popular workshops and teaches courses online, while the inspirational qualities of her imagery have
attracted more than 400,000 followers for her @5ftinf account on Instagram. Clients attracted by her work have been as
diverse as Green & Black's chocolate, travel company Tui and The History of Modern Biomedicine Research Group.
Philippa lives in Brighton, UK. She is the author of Conscious Creativity (2018) and Conscious Creativity: The Workbook
(2020).
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Conscious Creativity
Philippa Stanton

Conscious creativity is about discovery - what inspires you to create, trying new methods and ideas to take
your creativity further, and exploring how you see things - and how this makes you feel.

Description
This book teaches you how to unlock your creative potential, see the beauty in the everyday, and cultivate a daily practice
of meaningful, conscious creativity. This is a practical, process book, showing how we can all connect with our inner and
personal creativity to express who we are, and embrace the joy of mindful creativity and making.
'Flow', that enviable condition of complete creative absorption, is hard for most of us to achieve in everyday life. In
Conscious Creativity, Philippa Stanton offers us the key to the door: this book is a guide to unlocking your potential and
making flow a natural part of your daily creative practice. Readers will find these pages packed with joyful wisdom, which
will simultaneously open their eyes to the beauty of ordinary things and enable them to make the connection with their
own creative impulses to ensure the best possible results. Rich, breathtaking new photography specially created for this
book reinforces each lesson in an unforgettably visual way.

About the Author
Philippa Stanton is a professional artist with over 20 years’ experience in both creating and teaching art. She holds
popular workshops and teaches courses online at 5ftinf.com, while the inspirational qualities of her imagery have
attracted over 450,000 followers on Instagram. Clients attracted by her work have been as diverse as Green & Black’s
chocolate and The History of Modern Biomedicine Research Group. Conscious Creativity is her eagerly-anticipated first
book.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Drawn on the Way
Sarah Nisbett

Drawn on the Way features techniques, tips, and projects for creating quick, lively sketches—portraits, figures,
still life, scenes, nature, and more—that capture the beauty of a fleeting moment and connect us to the
world.

Description
Discover how drawing on the way—in-the-moment sketching on a train, in a café, at the laundromat—can improve your
drawing skills and let you unplug and engage with the world. In Drawn on the Way, Sarah Nisbett shares her techniques
for creating captivating line drawings that capture moments and moods: a young woman lost in thought, a pair of hands
clasped on a lap, a peppy beagle, a pair of jeans-clad crossed legs. Sarah invites readers to see the people they draw
with “compassionate curiosity—as more than a stranger, as someone with a story worth knowing or imagining.” By
learning how to create sketches from start to finish employing techniques such as contour drawing, using line work to add
texture, and adding spot color, you'll see how each sketch tells a story. You'll begin to focus on important details that
reveal something about the person you're drawing: the graceful drape of a hand over a purse, the shy way someone tucks
their feet underneath them. In this book you'll discover:

- How to translate what you see into a compelling drawing
- How to silence your inner critic and find joy in drawing what captures your interest
- Techniques for drawing figures and creating quick portraits
- How key details can take a sketch from plain to captivating
- How to draw scenes and backgrounds without becoming overwhelmed
- Ways to find the extraordinary in the everyday
- How to transform mistakes into likeable elements
- Tips for becoming a visual storyteller
- Life lessons learned from years of live drawing

We spend most of our lives on the way, rushing and running from place to place, task to task. When we have a spare
minute, we usually reach for our phones and shut everything else out. The techniques, projects, and ideas in Drawn on
the Way are designed to help you be more mindful about drawing, to capture the people, places, and things you
encounter each day. By doing that, you'll connect with humanity in a deeper, more meaningful way—and discover a lot
about yourself.

About the Author
Sarah Nisbett is a self-taught live sketch artist and illustrator who loves drawing the people, fashions, pets, and animals
that she encounters on the way. A former opera singer, Sarah has a bachelor's degree in art history from the University of
Michigan and a master of music degree in vocal performance from Westminster Choir College in Princeton, NJ. After a
successful career as an opera singer, she worked in advertising, and now pursues art full time as an illustrator and live
sketch artist. Drawn on the Way, her website and Instagram account, began while Sarah was commuting on the F train in
New York City one evening in 2012, and decided to draw a fellow passenger who captured her attention. Sarah oftenQuarry Books
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Landscape Painter's Workbook
Mitchell Albala

The Landscape Painter's Workbook takes a modern approach to the time-honored techniques and essential
elements of landscape painting, from accomplished artist, veteran art instructor, and established author
Mitchell Albala.

Description
The Landscape Painter's Workbook is the definitive hands-on guide to the time-honored techniques and essential
elements of landscape painting. Written by celebrated landscape artist, instructor, and author Mitchell Albala, this richly
informative and beautifully illustrated volume leads you step by step through his approach to the genre, from establishing
a composition using basic shapes to applying time-tested color strategies, with all-new lessons, practical exercises, and
special topics, including:

- The Complete Color Strategy. What are the three aspects of color contrast that guide a painting's strategy?
- Notan. Explore this special type of compositional study, which identifies the underlying shapes and patterns of a
composition.
- Picture Formats. How does the picture format—horizontal, vertical, or square—affect the composition? What are the
pros and cons of each?
- Color Grouping. A full chapter details this special practice, which helps maintain harmony by organizing colors into a
limited number of groups.
- Composition. An in-depth review of variation, movement, and active negative space, with illustrations that diagram the
action in each example.
- Workshop Exercises. Instead of demonstrations that show how the author paints, The Landscape Painter's Workbook
includes 10 skill-building workshop exercises to help you work through essential lessons on your own.

With examples of work by 45 contemporary landscape painters—more than 80 paintings in all—in oil, acrylic, pastel, and
watercolor, the lessons are suitable for all mediums. Each painting is thoroughly analyzed in terms of shape, composition,
or color, with supporting diagrams, thumbnails, and photographs.

The Landscape Painter's Workbook inspires and informs all artists, from aspiring to accomplished, on how to successfully
portray the majesty and subtlety of the natural world. The For Artists series expertly guides and instructs artists at all skill
levels who want to develop their classical drawing and painting skills and create realistic and representational art.

About the Author
Mitchell Albala, whose semi-abstract and atmospheric landscapes have been exhibited nationally, is the author of two
books: The Landscape Painter's Workbook: Essential Studies in Shape, Composition, and Color (Rockport Publishers)
and Landscape Painting: Essential Concepts and Techniques for Plein Air and Studio Practice (Watson-Guptill), a leading
title on the subject since it was published in 2009. In addition to leading plein air workshops in Italy, Albala is also a
popular workshop instructor in the Pacific Northwest and has lectured on Impressionism and landscape painting at the
Seattle Art Museum. He has written for International Artist and Artists & Illustrators magazines, and his work was profiledRockport Publishers
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Realistic Animals in Colored Pencil
Bonny Snowdon

From Walter Foster's popular Realistic series comes Realistic Animals in Colored Pencil, a comprehensive
visual guide to drawing various animals with incredible photorealism.

Description
Like the first two books in the series - Realistic Portraits in Colored Pencil and Realistic Still Life in Colored Pencil - this
book offers step-by-step  instructions for drawing in colored pencil. Each project details the specific colored  pencils used
so that readers can create their own photorealistic art, just like the expert  artists showcased in the series. The animals
featured in the book are popular ones,  such as horses, pets, wild animals, and more. Readers can also learn about
essential  colored pencil drawing techniques, such as blending, layering, burnishing, shading, and  more, in addition to
how to create textures like teeth, eyes, and fur. The author of the  book is a well-known colored pencil artist who received
the prestigious Colored Pencil  Magazine's Artist of the Year for 2020 and who has a large following on social media.

About the Author
Bonny Snowdon lives in North Yorkshire, United Kingdom, with her three children, three dogs, and a cat. Growing up on a
farm, Bonny began drawing animals from a young age. She has worked in advertising and business coaching, and now
works full time as an artist. Bonny's commissions appear throughout the world, and she teaches artists across the globe.
Bonny is a brand ambassador for Caran D'Ache and she was awarded Colored Pencil Magazine's Artist of the Year for
2020. Learn more at bonnysnowdonfineart.co.uk.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Pocket Universal Methods of Design, Revised and Expanded
Bruce Hanington,  Bella Martin

The ultimate portable handbook for designers, students, and educators, The Pocket Universal Methods of
Design, Revised and Expanded, is updated to include 125 methods of design knowledge to keep teams as
well as solo practitioners sharp.

Description
This handy, portable version of the authoritative Universal Methods of Design provides the same thorough and critical
presentation, updated and expanded to include 125 research methods, synthesis/analysis techniques, and research
deliverables for human-centered design. Each method of research is distilled down to its most powerful essence, in a
format that will help individual practitioners as well as design teams select and implement the research methods best
suited to their design culture within the constraints of their projects. This valuable guide:

- Dismantles the myth that user research methods are complicated, expensive, and time-consuming
- Creates a shared meaning for cross-disciplinary design teams
- Illustrates methods with compelling visualizations and case studies
- Characterizes each method at a glance

With the concise, accessible format of The Pocket Universal Methods of Design, you and your team will be designing in a
completely new, more effective way. The titles in Rockport's Universal series offer comprehensive and authoritative
information and edifying and inspiring visual examples on multidisciplinary subjects for designers, architects, engineers,
students, and anyone who is interested in expanding and enriching their design knowledge.

About the Author
Bruce Hanington is a professor and head of the School of Design at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Prior to this, he was director of graduate studies, and program chair of industrial design. Bruce has
dedicated his teaching and research to methods and practices for human centered design, with an emphasis on design
ethnography, participatory design, and the meaning of form in context. In addition to working with industry partners
through collaborative projects and executive education, his work has been published in Design Issues, The Design
Journal, and Interactions, with chapters in Affective Sciences in Human Factors and Human-Computer Interaction and
The Routledge Handbook of Sustainable Design.Bella Martin is a Lead User Experience Researcher in Atlanta, Georgia.
After contributing to award-winning design projects for Microsoft Research, the US Postal Service, GlaxoSmithKline, and
Allstate Financial, she now invests much of her time working with organizations who are new to the methods of user-
centered research, but eager to give their users a voice in the design process. Bella holds a Master of Design from
Carnegie Mellon University, where she first began her ongoing work in visualizing user-centered research methods.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Made by James
James Martin

In Made by James, top graphic designer James Martin shares techniques, information, and ideas to help you
become a better logo designer.

Description
Design better logos and become a more successful, confident graphic designer with Made by James as your guide. UK-
based graphic designer James Martin shares his wealth of experience, information, and advice with one goal in mind: to
help designers of all levels create better work and enjoy the process. James has designed hundreds of logos for a variety
of top brands, and shares his unique creative process, from concept to sketches to final design.

Learn how to create outstanding logos, craft and refine your creative process, build great relationships with clients, and
become prolific and consistent. Discover how James creates innovative, clever, and memorable logos with his own
hands-on, step-by-step process that includes word mapping, rapid prototyping, and sketching ideas on paper. Learn how
to become a visual storyteller by understanding the key factors of working with clients and making them a valued part of
the process. In addition to the important "hows" of logo design-techniques, ideas, and examples of creating logos and
building brands-you will benefit from learning aspects of the business rarely discussed: how to become more disciplined,
how to see failures as valuable experiences, and ways to avoid burnout. James shows that design isn't just about creating
images; it's about building trusting relationships with clients, finding inspiration and using it effectively, and sharing ideas
and becoming part of a community.

Made by James also includes:

- Annotated case studies that follow designs from concept to completion
- The advantages of a hands-on, human approach to design
- The value of personal and career growth, and how to enjoy the journey of improvement
- Effective work habits that can make you more efficient, productive, and satisfied

Learn how to harness your passion and become the designer you've always wanted to be.

About the Author
Over the last decade, award-winning graphic designer James Martin has built a successful creative agency, Baby Giant
Design Co., with his business partner, creating logos and building brand design for a varied list of clients. Those clients
include music heavy hitters The Chainsmokers, Michael Ray, and Carter McLean; and brands such as Bishop Slayer
Oyster Stout and Plastic Freedom. His willingness to share his creative process, offer honest advice, and engage with
fans and followers on social media has earned him a reputation as a generous and wise mentor and inspiration,
especially to junior designers and those just getting started in the field. James lives in Southampton, England.Made by
James is the personal brand of renowned logo designer James Martin. Made by James is the place to go for pioneering
logo and brand identity design and where designers of all ages seek honest and real advice about the creative industry.
Made by James has become the go-to platform for logo education, ideas on the design process, and inspiring content thatRockport Publishers
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Ice Coven
Max Seeck

Picking up six months after the brutal final scenes of the first book, The Ice Coven follows Detective Jessica
Niemi and her colleagues as they trace the disappearance of two popular social media influencers.

Description
When a body washes up on the shores of a lake dressed in a full Manga costume, Jessica begins to unravel how the
crimes might be linked.

About the Author
Max Seeck is a bestselling Finnish novelist, widely hailed as the leading light of a new generation of Nordic crime writers.
He lives in Helsinki.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Earthspinner
Anuradha Roy

Moving its protagonists between India and Britain, The Earthspinner shows the many ways in which the East
encounters the West, fanaticism wars tirelessly against reason, and the individual's creative desires
struggle against a populace's basic instinct for destruction.

Description
Sara is studying at a prestigious British university and seeks a reprise from her loneliness by practising the traditional craft
she learned in India when she was young: pottery.

She recalls her childhood, the lost dog, Chinna, who brings a community together, and the life of her revered pottery
teacher, Elango, a Hindu who faced prejudice after falling in love with a Muslim woman. Switching with ease between
Sara's diary entries and Elango's life a decade earlier, Roy delivers a searing exploration into the fragility of peace. As
fortunes change within one explosive day, and religious extremism brings hurt and violence to a rural village, the
consequences of daring to dream against the tide are unleashed.

Moving its protagonists between India and Britain, The Earthspinner shows the many ways in which the East encounters
the West, fanaticism wars tirelessly against reason, and the individual's creative desires struggle against a populace's
basic instinct for destruction. Roy's fifth novel will delight her many faithful readers and is sure to appeal to new
audiences. She has delivered a story of immigration, prejudice, art, and love for our era.

About the Author
Anuradha is one of Britain's most acclaimed contemporary novelists and her books have been translated into more than
15 languages. In 2000 she co-founded with her husband Rukun Advani the Indian publishing house, Permanent Black.
She is an accomplished potter. Born in Calcutta, she lives in Ranikhet.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 A Woman Made of Snow
Elisabeth Gifford

A gorgeous, haunting and captivating novel of a century-long family mystery in the wilds of Scotland, and one
woman's hunt for the truth.

Description
Scotland, 1949: Caroline Gillan and her new husband Alasdair have moved back to Kelly Castle, his dilapidated family
estate in the middle of nowhere. Stuck caring for their tiny baby, and dealing daily with an opinionated mother-in-law,
Caroline feels adrift, alone and unwelcome.

But when she is tasked with sorting out the family archives, Caroline discovers a century-old mystery that sparks her back
to life. There is one Gillan bride who is completely unknown - no photos exist, no records have been kept - the only thing
that is certain is that she had a legitimate child. Alasdair's grandmother.

As Caroline uncovers a strange story that stretches as far as the Arctic circle, her desire to find the truth turns obsessive.
And when a body is found in the grounds of the castle, her hunt becomes more than just a case of curiosity. What
happened all those years ago? Who was the bride? And who killed her?

About the Author
Elisabeth Gifford grew up in a vicarage in the industrial Midlands. She studied French literature and world religions at
Leeds University. She has a Diploma in Creative Writing from Oxford OUDCE and an MA in Creative Writing from Royal
Holloway College. She is married with three children, and lives in Kingston upon Thames.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Good Doctor of Warsaw
Elisabeth Gifford

Set in the ghettos of wartime Warsaw, this is a sweeping, poignant and heartbreaking tale, based on the true
story of one man who was determined to protect 200 Jewish orphans from extermination - Dr Janusz
Korczak.

Description
'You do not leave a sick child alone to face the dark and you do not leave a child at a time like this.'

Deeply in love and about to marry, students Misha and Sophia flee a Warsaw under Nazi occupation for a chance at
freedom. Forced to return to the Warsaw ghetto, they help Misha's mentor, Dr Korczak, care for the two hundred children
in his orphanage. As Korczak struggles to uphold the rights of even the smallest child in the face of unimaginable
conditions, he becomes a beacon of hope for the thousands who live behind the walls.

As the noose tightens around the ghetto Misha and Sophia are torn from one another, forcing them to face their worst
fears alone. They can only hope to find each other again one day...

Meanwhile, refusing to leave the children unprotected, Korczak must confront a terrible darkness.

Half a million people lived in the Warsaw ghetto. Less than one percent survived to tell their story. This novel is based on
the true accounts of Misha and Sophia, and on the life of one of Poland's greatest men, Dr Janusz Korczak.

About the Author
Elisabeth Gifford grew up in a vicarage in the industrial Midlands. She studied French literature and world religions at
Leeds University. She has written articles for The Times and the Independent and has a Diploma in Creative Writing from
Oxford OUDCE and an MA in Creative Writing from Royal Holloway College. She is married with three children and lives
in Kingston upon Thames.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 A Necessary Death
Anne Holt

A thrilling, intricate and page-turning new novel from the godmother of Norwegian crime fiction. A Necessary
Death is the second instalment in Anne Holt's new crime series featuring Selma Falck.

Description
'Anne Holt is the godmother of modern Norwegian crime fiction.' - Jo Nesbo
____________________

The snow is falling

Selma Falck is living a nightmare. Trapped in a burning cabin on a freezing snow-covered mountain, she has no idea
where she is or how she got there. Bruised, bleeding and naked, she barely makes it out in time as the flames engulf the
cabin. With no signs of human habitation nearby, the temperature rapidly dropping, and a blizzard approaching, how will
she survive?

She's lost in the wilderness

As Selma fights the cold, the hunger and her own wounds, she eventually forms a frightening picture of the past six
months. Not only does she have to find a way to stay alive, she needs to make it back to civilization, quickly. Murder has
been committed, and a great injustice must be stopped. The very future of the nation itself is at stake...

If the cold doesn't kill her, they will...

About the Author
Anne Holt is Norway's bestselling female crime writer. She spent two years working for the Oslo Police Department before
founding her own law firm and serving as Norway's Minster for Justice between 1996 and 1997. She is published in 30
languages with over 7 million copies of her books sold.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Diplomat's Wife
Michael Ridpath

TO LOVE, HONOUR, AND BETRAY. A naive diplomat's wife encounters more than the light flirtation with
communism she'd bargained for in pre-war Paris and Berlin. 40 years later, the past comes back to haunt
her, with deadly consequences

Description
TO LOVE, HONOUR, AND BETRAY...

1936: Devastated by the death of her beloved brother Hugh, Emma seeks to keep his memory alive by wholeheartedly
embracing his dreams of a communist revolution. But when she marries an ambitious diplomat, she must leave her ideals
behind and live within the confines of embassy life in Paris and Nazi Berlin. Then one of Hugh's old comrades reappears,
asking her to report on her philandering husband, and her loyalties are torn.

1979: Emma's grandson, Phil, dreams of a gap-year tour of Cold War Europe, but is nowhere near being able to fund it.
So when his beloved grandmother determines to make one last trip to the places she lived as a young diplomatic wife,
and to try to solve a mystery that has haunted her since the war, he jumps at the chance to accompany her. But their
journey takes them to darker, more dangerous places than either of them could ever have imagined...

'Thoroughly engaging. Prewar Europe has rarely been evoked with the skill that Ridpath displays here.' - Financial Times

About the Author
Michael Ridpath spent eight years as a bond trader in the City before giving up his job to write full-time. He lives in North
London with his wife and three children. Visit his website at www.michaelridpath.com
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Great Gatsby
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Transport back to the 1920s jazz-era with F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic novel about love, loss, greed, and envy,
The Great Gatsby.

Description
Relive the glorious excess of the roaring 1920s with this beautifully designed, jacketed hardcover edition of The Great
Gatsby. F. Scott Fitzgerald's best-known novel is set in hedonistic Jazz Age Long Island and tells the story of millionaire
Jay Gatsby and his pursuit of his former lover, Daisy Buchanan.

A novel that touches on the topics of materialism, class, desire, and the American Dream, this enduring classic continues
to capture imaginations nearly a century after its first publication. This edition includes a biographical timeline for
Fitzgerald, as well as a further reading section if you'd like to learn more about the impact of this novel. At the start of the
2020s, this highly collectible edition of this American masterpiece is the perfect addition to any personal library.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential
Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic;
Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (1896-1940) was an American writer best known for his novels depicting the 1920s Jazz
Age, the most famous and critically acclaimed of them being The Great Gatsby. His other novels are This Side of
Paradise, The Beautiful and Damned, and Tender Is the Night. He also published short stories and wrote screenplays.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories
Robert Louis Stevenson

This elegant gift edition of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is the classic story of a man with two
very different personalities. This gothic horror novel is presented alongside five short stories by author
Robert Louis Stevenson.

Description
Discover the mesmerizing tale of two personalities in a war over the soul of one man. The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde is a tale of Victorian horror. The personalities of the pleasant Dr. Jekyll and the violent Mr. Hyde vie for control
over a single body. This gothic horror novel is presented alongside five short stories by author Robert Louis Stevenson:

- A Lodging for the Night
- The Suicide Club
- The Body-Snatcher
- The Bottle Imp
- The Isle of Voices

This elegantly designed jacketed hardcover edition features a new introduction by English scholar and professor Allen
Grove and a timeline of the life and times of Robert Louis Stevenson.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations;
Wuthering Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf;
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894) was a Scottish writer of both fiction and nonfiction who had poor health for much of
his life. He achieved great literary success in his own lifetime with the publications of the children's adventure novels
Treasure Island and Kidnapped and the horror novella The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Wuthering Heights
Emily Bronte

Obsession, vengeance, and jealousy pour from a tangle of lovers in Emily Bronte's only published novel, a
story of unrequited love. Complete and unabridged, Wuthering Heights is an essential collectible.

Description
Explore Bronte's world of crime and punishment, nature and culture, and love and loss. Since its original publication in
1847, the tempestuous relationship between Heathcliff and Catherine has long echoed on the moors. After being spurned
by his lover and degraded by his adoptive family, Heathcliff leaves his home in Yorkshire, only to return wealthy,
educated, and seeking retribution. Obsession, vengeance, and jealousy will pour from this tangle of lovers in Emily
Bronte's only published novel, a story of unrequited love. Complete and unabridged, and including a new introduction by
novelist Christina Bartolomeo and a timeline of the life and times of Emily Bronte, this elegantly designed, jacketed
hardcover edition of Wuthering Heights is an essential collectible.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Emily Jane Bronte was an English novelist and poet, best remembered for her only novel, Wuthering Heights, now
considered a classic of English literature. Emily was the third eldest of the four surviving Bronte siblings, between the
youngest Anne and her brother Branwell. She wrote under the pen name Ellis Bell.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Phantom of the Opera
Gaston Leroux

Enjoy the classic thriller The Phantom of the Opera with this elegant jacketed hardcover edition.

Description
Filled with passion, love, and suspense, The Phantom of the Opera is a thrilling classic.

Rumors abound that the Paris Opera House is haunted by a ghost. Nobody has ever seen it, but it makes itself known
through malevolent acts. First published in book form in 1911, this gothic novel by Gaston Leroux has been fascinating
readers for more than a century and is the inspiration for the long-running hit musical. This elegant, unabridged edition
includes an introduction by literary critic Susan Balee and a timeline of the author's life at the back. Join the generations of
fans seduced by this enthralling story of mystery and romance.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic; Frankenstein;
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights; Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Gaston Leroux (1868-1927) was a French journalist and novelist born in Paris. The Phantom of the Opera is his most-
famous work, and is best known for its adaptation into the longest-running Broadway musical.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Frankenstein
Mary Shelley

Resurrect this horror classic by Mary Shelley with this completely unabridged edition of Frankenstein.

Description
Mary Shelley's classic Frankenstein pioneered the deeply explored battle between monster and man. Follow three
narratives in this ageless tale that navigates fear, fixation, love, and desire, while finding an anchor in humanity. The
combination of fantastical elements and scientific exploration makes this Mary Shelley novel one of the first true models of
science fiction. This new edition of Frankenstein stays true to the classic origins, but is provided with a whole new life by a
beautifully designed, jacketed hardcover format. An introduction by writer and English professor Catherine Steindler, an
author's introduction, and a timeline of the life and times of Mary Shelley completes this highly collectible edition.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Republic; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering
Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (30 August 1797 - 1 February 1851) was an English romantic/gothic novelist and the author
of Frankenstein, or The Modern Prometheus. She was married to the Romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelley.Mary Shelley
was born Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin in Somers Town, in London, in 1797. She was the second daughter of famed
feminist, philosopher, educator, and writer Mary Wollstonecraft. Her father was the equally famous anarchist philosopher,
novelist, journalist, and atheist dissenter William Godwin. Her mother died of puerperal fever ten days after Mary was
born.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Republic
Plato

In the definitive philosophic work the Republic, now available in this beautifully designed jacketed hardcover,
Plato ponders the idea of justness through a Socratic dialogue.

Description
The unabridged version of this definitive work is now available in this highly designed jacketed hardcover with a new
introduction by Odysseus Makridis. Published around 380 BCE, Plato's most famous work explores the idea of justness,
among other things, through a Socratic dialogue. Considered to be one of the most influential writings in the development
of Western philosophy and political theory, Republic is as relevant today as when it was originally published. A modern
design makes this timeless book perfect for any library.

Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully
presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the
editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables;
The Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das
Kapital; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering
Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Plato was an ancient philosopher and the founder of the first institution of higher learning in the Western world.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Emma
Jane Austen

Enjoy Jane Austen's timeless classic, Emma, is now available in this elegantly designed, jacketed hardcover
format.

Description
Dive into a world of romance, village life, and even a little silliness in Jane Austen's timeless novel. Despite the fact that
Jane Austen set out to write a story with a heroine whom she said that "no one but myself will much like," Emma has
resonated with readers since its original publication in 1815 and has been retold many times for television and movies.
Self-satisfied Emma Woodhouse thinks she is above romance of any kind, but when she decides she is a great
matchmaker and sets out to find a wealthy husband for her friend, the sweet yet pitiable Harriet Smith, she crosses paths
with the charming Mr. Knightley. Even though Emma tries to ignore her feelings for him, she ends up marrying him and
realizes that "Perfect happiness, even in memory, is not common." Beyond the romance, Emma is full of humor and wit
and is also a commentary on upper-class social manners at the turn of the nineteenth century. The title character herself,
rather you love her or hate her, is both inescapably self-delusional and rather fun to imagine.

Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed, jacketed hardcover edition features an introduction by English
literature scholar Alison Fraser and a timeline of the life and times of Jane Austen. Essential volumes for the shelves of
every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics series includes beautifully presented works and collections from
some of the most important authors in literary history. Chartwell Classics are the editions of choice for the most discerning
literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; The Odyssey; Pride
and Prejudice; The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The
Essential Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital;
Republic; Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering
Heights; Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Jane Austen was born in 1775 at Steventon, Hampshire. She was the seventh child of the local rector, and her life, by
modern standards, was uneventful. In 1801 she moved with her parents to Bath but returned to Hampshire when her
father died, settling in the village of Chawton. She remained there until 1817, when she moved to Winchester to be within
easy reach of her doctor. She died that year, at age forty-one, and is buried in Winchester Cathedral, which also contains
a plaque in honor of her memory. Four of her novels were published anonymously during her lifetime; two more, one of
which was Persuasion, appeared posthumously.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Odyssey
Homer

One of the greatest adventure tales in history, The Odyssey - Odysseus' journey home after The Trojan War -
is still a must-read for young and old alike.

Description
A stunning gift edition of the age-old tale of Odysseus and his journey. This epic poem by Homer, believed to have been
written between the eighth and ninth centuries BC, continues to be essential reading for young and old alike. The
Odyssey follows the Greek hero Odysseus on a ten-year journey back to his home in Ithaca after fighting in the Trojan
War. The challenges he encounters along the way, both natural and supernatural, continually test his character and
endurance. Run-ins with Cyclops, Medusa, and the Sirens are only a few of the obstacles he must overcome to see his
wife and son once again.

Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed jacketed hardcover edition features an introduction by literature and
writing professor Andrew Lynn, a summary of the original tale, a key describing its major characters, and a summary of
what we know of Homer's life. Essential volumes for the shelves of every classic literature lover, the Chartwell Classics
series includes beautifully presented works and collections from some of the most important authors in literary history.
Chartwell Classics are the editions of choice for the most discerning literature buffs.

Other titles in the Chartwell Classics Series include: Complete Fiction of H.P. Lovecraft; Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales;
Complete Novels of Jane Austen; Complete Sherlock Holme; Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allen Poe; Complete
Works of William Shakespeare; Divine Comedy; Alices Adventures in Wonderland and Other Tales;The Essential Tales of
H.P. Lovecraft; The Federalist Papers; The Inferno; The Call of the Wild and White Fang; Moby Dick; Pride and Prejudice;
The Essential Grimm's Fairy Tales; Emma; The Great Gatsby; The Secret Garden; Anne of Green Gables; The Essential
Tales and Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; The Phantom of the Opera; The Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital; Republic;
Frankenstein; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; The Picture of Dorian Gray; Meditations; Wuthering Heights;
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass; A Tales of Two Cities; Beowulf; The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Other Stories; Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Little Women

About the Author
Not much is known about Homer, who was considered by the ancient Greeks to be the greatest epic poet for his works,
The Iliad and The Odyssey, two poems that have had a lasting influence on Western literature.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Chestnut Lane
Anna Jacobs

When novelist Sophie Carr rescues a man hiding in her garden from a group of paparazzi, she finds that her
new neighbour is ageing pop star Jez Winter.

Description
She's loved his music for years and knows he's had a tough time lately, with an intruder slashing his face, then a car
accident putting his ability to play music at risk. Life's not been easy for Sophie either, losing her husband just as she was
taking off as a novelist and having difficulties with her control freak son William and her daughter Andi, who is into
recreational drugs and has lost her way in life since her father's death. And Sophie also has a secret to hide. One that
makes her very wary of getting involved with Jez.

About the Author
Anna Jacobs is the author of over ninety novels and is addicted to storytelling. She grew up in Lancashire, emigrated to
Australia in the 1970s and writes stories set in both countries.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Consequences of Fear
Jacqueline Winspear

When young Freddie Hackett witnesses a murder, the police refuse to believe his identification of the
murderer. In desperation, he asks Maisie Dobbs to investigate.

Description
London, September 1941. Freddie Hackett, a message runner for a government office, witnesses an argument that ends
in murder. Hiding in the doorway of a bombed-out house, Freddie waits until the coast is clear. But when he arrives at his
next delivery address, he's shocked to come face-to-face with the killer.

Dismissed by the police when reporting the crime, Freddie turns to private investigator Maisie Dobbs. While Maisie
believes the boy and wants to help, she must exercise caution given her work with the French resistance. When she
spots the killer in a place she least expects, she soon realises she's been pulled into the orbit of a man who has his own
reasons to kill - reasons that go back to the last war.

About the Author
Jacqueline Winspear is the author of the New York Times bestselling novels featuring Maisie Dobbs. She has won
numerous awards for the series, including the Agatha, Alex and Macavity. Originally from the United Kingdom, Jacqueline
now lives in California.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Skelton's Guide to Suitcase Murders
David Stafford

When a woman's body is discovered, the husband that she was planning on leaving is immediately the chief
suspect. But when Barrister Arthur Skelton is asked to represent the accused he suspects there's more to
the victim's death...

Description
A woman's dismembered corpse is discovered in a suitcase, and police quickly identify her husband, Doctor Ibrahim Aziz,
as their chief suspect. Incriminating evidence is discovered at his home and his wife was rumoured to be having an affair,
giving him clear motive.

With his reputation for winning hopeless cases, barrister Arthur Skelton is asked to represent the accused. Though Aziz's
guilt does not seem to be in doubt, a question of diplomacy and misplaced larvae soon lead Skelton to suspect there may
be more to the victim's death.

Aided by his loyal clerk Edgar, Skelton soon finds himself seeking justice for both victim and defendant. But can he
uncover the truth before an innocent man is put on trial and condemned to the gallows?

About the Author
David Stafford began his career in theatre. He has written countless dramas, comedies and documentaries including two
television films with Alexei Sayle, Dread Poets Society with Benjamin Zephaniah, and, with his wife, Caroline, a string of
radio plays and comedies, as well as five biographies of musicians and showbusiness personalities.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Dockland Murder
Mike Hollow

When a dock worker is found murdered, DI Jago uncovers a web of secrets about family, war and the British
Empire.

Description
November 1940. Darkness descends and another anxious night begins for those tasked with guarding the industrial
heartland of London from enemy attack. As a policeman patrols the Royal Albert Dock, something catches his eye - a
man is sprawled awkwardly across a nearby barge, a dagger lodged in his back.

Detective Inspector John Jago of West Ham CID discovers the victim was a dock worker by day and a Home Guard
volunteer by night - and there are things even his wife doesn't know about his past. As the investigation unfolds, Jago
uncovers a widening circle of secrets ranging across family tensions, the last war and a far-flung corner of the British
Empire.

About the Author
Mike Hollow was born in West Ham, on the eastern edge of London, and grew up in Romford, Essex. He studied Russian
and French at the University of Cambridge and then worked for the BBC. In 2002 he went freelance as a copywriter,
journalist and editor. Mike also works as a poet and translator.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Owls of Gloucester
Edward Marston

The ordered calm of Gloucester Abbey is shattered by the murder of one of its monks.

Description
The Abbot, ill-equipped to deal with such a heinous crime, is stunned by the Sheriff's belief that one of the monks is guilty.
This is the confusion that that greets the two Domesday Comminisioners, Ralph Delchard and Gervase Bret, as they are
welcomed into the town. Eager to resolve the mystery, they begin their own investigations but find the killing is merely a
sign of a sinister presence which threatens the whole community and which must be stopped.

About the Author
Edward Marston has written over a hundred books. He is best known for his hugely successful Railway Detective series.
His other series include the Home Front Detective, set in the Great War, and the Bow Street Rivals, featuring identical
twin detectives during the Regency.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Elephants of Norwich
Edward Marston

It is the juiciest piece of gossip the citizens of Norwich have heard for a long time. The two golden elephants
that robber baron Richard de Fontenel was using to lure the beautiful Adelaide into marriage have been
stolen.

Description
Also missing is de Fontenel's steward Hermer. Desperate to try and ignore this growing crisis are Domesday
Commissioners Ralph Delchard and Gervase Bret, who are keen to resolve a land dispute involving de Fontenel and
Mauger - a man also trying to woo Adelaide. De Fontenel, however, refuses to co-operate until the thief is found.

But is Hermer the steward really missing or has something more sinister happened?

In Ralph and Gervase's most baffling case yet, nothing is what it seems and no one is free from suspicion...

About the Author
Edward Marston has written over a hundred books. He is best known for his hugely successful Railway Detective series.
His other series include the Home Front Detective, set in the Great War, and the Bow Street Rivals, featuring identical
twin detectives during the Regency.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Champions (Formula One)
Maurice Hamilton,  Bernard Cahier and  Paul-Henri Cahier

Since the Grand Prix's start in 1950 just 33 men have achieved the accolade of F1 World Champion.

Description
Legendary F1 commentator Maurice Hamilton and award-winning photographers Bernard and Paul-Henri Cahier bring
the heroes of F1 together in a stunning photographic portrayal of the Champions who drive at the edge in pursuit of
greatness. Contains never seen before images and exclusive quotes from icons such as Lewis Hamilton and Nico
Rosberg, as well as Maurice's historic interviews with the sport's lost heroes - including James Hunt and Aryton Senna.
Since the Grand Prix's start in 1950 just 33 men have achieved the accolade of F1 World Champion. For the first time,
legendary F1 commentator Maurice Hamilton and award-winning photographers Bernard and Paul-Henri Cahier bring the
heroes of this iconic sport together, in a stunning photographic portrayal of the poise, skill and winning mindset that
separates the fast from the furious, the elite from the talented.

With exclusive quotes from icons such as Lewis Hamilton and Nico Rosberg, and including Maurice's historic interviews
with the sport's lost heroes - including James Hunt and Aryton Senna - The Champions (Formula One) is a beautiful
tribute to the most ferocious of sports and the incredible sportsmen who drive at the edge in pursuit of greatness.

About the Author
Maurice Hamilton has been part of the Formula One scene since 1977 and was the Observer's motor racing
correspondent for 20 years. He has written more than 20 books as well as commentating on Formula One for BBC Radio.
He is now actively involved with the online community on Twitter and writes several blogs whilst continuing to write books
about racing.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Divination Handbook
Liz Dean

A portable, illustrated guide to over a dozen divination techniques, including tarot, crystals, runes, and
palmistry.

Description
The Divination Handbook is a modern seer's guide to developing your intuitive abilities and mastering time-honored
techniques used for fortunetelling and prediction.

With this guide, you'll learn how to use tarot, crystals, palmistry, and more to part the veils between the realms. Learn to
understand the deeper meaning of ordinary events - and reveal what your future may hold.

Lavishly illustrated, The Divination Handbook presents to you over a dozen oracles of the ancients, from palm-reading
and tea leaves, to fortunetelling with cards, runes, and crystals.

Step-by-step illustrations guide you through the methods, and helpful tables and reference charts show you how to
understand and decipher common psychic symbols. Learn the stories and meanings in everyday objects - such as
patterns of tea leaves and coffee grounds in a cup - or delve deeper into esoteric traditions like the tarot.

With The Divination Handbook, you'll never be at a loss for answers and guidance to your most pressing questions.

About the Author
Liz Dean (London, England) is a professional tarot reader and Angelic Reiki Healer at Psychic Sisters in Selfridges,
London. A best-selling tarot author, Liz had studied divination for over 20 years. Liz is the author of The Golden Tarot
(over 300,000 sold worldwide), The Ultimate Guide to Tarot, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads, The Victorian
Steampunk Tarot, Fairy Tale Fortune Cards, 44 Ways to Talk to Your Angels, The Tarot Companion, and Tarot Made
Simple. Liz is also one of the 'Tarot Masters' included in Kim Arnolds eponymous collection of 38 essays. She is also an
award-winning poet.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Ultimate Guide to Divination
Liz Dean

A beginners guide to over a dozen divination and predictive techniques used throughout the ages, learn
fortune-telling with runes and cards, intuition, and many other skills.

Description
The Ultimate Guide to Divination is a modern seer's handbook to techniques used throughout the ages for fortune-telling
and prediction.

With this guide, you'll learn time-honoured methods for developing your intuition, accessing the unconscious, and parting
the veils between the realms. Learn to understand the deeper meaning of ordinary events - and reveal what the future
may hold.

Lavishly illustrated, The Ultimate Guide to Divination presents to you the oracles of the ancients, from palm-reading and
tea leaves, to fortune-telling with cards, runes, and crystals.

Step-by-step illustrations guide you through the methods, and helpful tables and reference charts show you how to
understand and decipher common psychic symbols. Learn the stories and meanings in everyday objects - such as
patterns of tea leaves and coffee grounds in a cup or delve deeper into esoteric traditions such as the tarot.

There is an oracle for every purpose and question. The Ultimate Guide to Divination is the essential handbook to the
mystic arts.

About the Author
Liz Dean (London, England) is a professional tarot reader and Angelic Reiki Healer at Psychic Sisters in Selfridges,
London. A bestselling tarot author Liz had studied divination for over 20 years. Liz is the author of The Golden Tarot, The
Ultimate Guide to Tarot, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads, The Victorian Steampunk Tarot; Fairy Tale Fortune Cards,
and 44 Ways to Talk to Your Angels. Liz is also one of the 'Tarot Masters' included in Kim Arnold's eponymous collection
of 38 essays. She is also an award-winning poet.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Ultimate Guide to Tarot
Liz Dean

A must have companion guide for reading all of the important elements, symbols and meanings of every Tarot
card.

Description
Discover the facts, myth, history, and mystery of the spiritual art of Tarot-reading. Whether you want to learn to read the
cards or deepen your Tarot interpretation skills, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot honours the deep heritage of Tarot, while
guiding you through practical techniques.

Tarot expert Liz Dean offers an overview to all of the important elements of each card from symbols, to links with
astrology, kabbala and numerology. The Ultimate Guide to Tarot also includes all the classic tarot spreads - Celtic Cross,
Horseshoe, Star and Astrological Year Ahead - plus, a mini-layout to try for each of the 22 major cards.

Learn how to combine the three essential ingredients of a great tarot reading: knowing the meaning of the cards, how to
lay them out, and trusting the intuitive messages the images often spark within us during a reading. This synthesis is the
true magic of tarot.

With the authority and confidence this book offers, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot will be the must-have companion for
beginner readers and tarot aficionados alike.

About the Author
Liz Dean is a professional tarot reader at Psychic Sisters in Selfridges, London. A bestselling tarot author, she has
researched and read tarot since she happened upon her first tarot deck, the Morgan Greer, in 1989; later favourite decks
included The Sacred Rose, Visconti Sforza and Rider Waite tarots. Liz is the author of six tarot/divination decks and
books, including The Victorian Steampunk Tarot; Fairy Tale Fortune Cards,The Golden Tarot, The Mystery of the Tarot,
The Love Tarot and the bestseller The Art of Tarot. Liz is also one of the 'Tarot Masters' included in Kim Arnold's
eponymous collection of 38 essays.Liz is particularly interested in creative empowerment in tarot ?? using archetypes and
tarot symbols as a pathway to intuition and psychic development, while researching the evidential origins of the earliest
tarots in Renaissance Italy and their pre-occult usage. She is also a former Co-Editor of the UK's leading spiritual
magazine, Kindred Spirit (2011-2013), and an award-winning poet. She lives in south London.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads
Liz Dean

A must-have companion guide for following or creating tarot card layouts.

Description
The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads helps you answer your life questions instantly, while showing you how to read your
cards and create your own layouts.

This ingenious guide contains spreads used hundreds of years ago by occult scholars such as Nostradamus and modern
spreads inspired by today's visionaries. Expert tarot author Liz Dean has also created spreads based on the questions
most often asked of professional tarot readers and teachers. The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads gives you over 70 new
and classic tarot card layouts for love, money, and success that can help you answer your questions accurately when
reading for yourself and others.

Easily learn the meanings of the cards, the major and minor arcana, as you try out dozens of spreads. Organized by
question subject with layouts in stunning full-color, beginners will find they can easily begin doing readings for themselves
and others. Advanced tarotists will enjoy the challenge of the more complex layouts, while every one on their tarot
journey, will delight in discovering new ways to see story of their lives - and to have their important questions answered
through these magical cards.

About the Author
Liz Dean (London, England) is a professional tarot reader at Psychic Sisters in Selfridges, London. A bestselling tarot
author, she has researched and read tarot since she happened upon her first tarot deck, the Morgan Greer, in 1989; later
favourite decks included The Sacred Rose, Visconti Sforza and Rider Waite tarots. Liz is the author of six tarot/divination
decks and books, including The Ultimate Guide to Tarot, The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads, The Victorian Steampunk
Tarot; Fairy Tale Fortune Cards, The Golden Tarot, The Mystery of the Tarot, The Love Tarot and the bestseller The Art
of Tarot. Liz is also one of the 'Tarot Masters' included in Kim Arnold's eponymous collection of 38 essays.Liz is
particularly interested in creative empowerment in tarot - using archetypes and tarot symbols as a pathway to intuition and
psychic development, while researching the evidential origins of the earliest tarots in Renaissance Italy and their pre-
occult usage. She is also a former Co-Editor of the UK's leading spiritual magazine, Kindred Spirit (2011-2013), and an
award-winning poet. She lives in south London.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Conscious Creativity: The Workbook
Philippa Stanton

Conscious Creativity: The Workbook is an exciting, interactive journal to help readers connect with their
creative impulses.

Description
Drawing on the success of her breakout book Conscious Creativity, artist Philippa Stanton brings her exciting and
inspiring ideas to this practical workbook. Acknowledging the power of chance and experimentation, this is a safe space
in which to scribble, sketch, tear, scratch, fold, weave - anything that Philippa's playful prompts inspire you to do. There
are no rules here: choose an activity at the back of the book or start at the beginning; pick an exercise on light and
shadow, paint your own colour chart or build a collage of found items, whatever makes your creative juices flow.

Packed with simple suggestions to open our eyes to the beauty of ordinary things, this workbook draws on themes
including randomness, colour, texture and the senses to encourage us to connect with things we might not normally
notice. Breathtaking original photography acts as a catalyst to inspire us to take a chance with new ideas, follow up
coincidences and find new ways of expressing our creativity. Conscious Creativity: The Workbook is a liberating place to
be random, get things wrong and make a beautiful mess.

About the Author
Philippa Stanton is a professional artist and photographer with more than 20 years' experience of creating and teaching
art. She holds popular workshops and teaches courses online, while the inspirational qualities of her imagery have
attracted more than 400,000 followers for her @5ftinf account on Instagram. Clients attracted by her work have been as
diverse as Green & Black's chocolate, travel company Tui and The History of Modern Biomedicine Research Group.
Philippa lives in Brighton, UK.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Paris (Paperscapes)
Sandra Lawrence

Features press-out shapes, enabling you to transform the book into a work of art, creating a cityscape of over
50 landmark Paris buildings.

Description
Turn your Paperscapes book into a work of art and the perfect gift.

Featuring 50 beautiful illustrations and innovative paper design, Paris (Paperscapes) is both a book and a lovely
decoration that you can proudly display.

The press-out sections allow you to reveal the outlines of each building, creating the familiar cityscape of Paris.
Accompanying each illustration is an authoritative and compelling description that covers the key facts and history of
Paris's most striking architecture, allowing readers to explore the city in a way they never have before.

About the Author
Sandra Lawrence is a journalist and author. She writes for the Evening Standard, Guardian, Financial Times, The Times,
Londonist.com and the English Garden. She is the London columnist for British Heritage magazine and is on the Q&A
panel of experts for History Revealed magazine. Her travel writing is collected on madamepassepartout.com.

Paperscapes: the book that transform into a work of art. Whether you're interested in reading a classic from Lewis Carroll,
exploring the cityscape of London or learning about plants and animals, Paperscapes books offer everything a traditional
book would, and then uses innovative design and beautiful illustrations to let readers turn their book into a work of art.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 New York (Paperscapes)
Tom Wilkinson

Features press-out shapes, enabling you to transform the book into a work of art, creating a cityscape of over
50 landmark New York City buildings.

Description
Turn your Paperscapes book into a work of art and the perfect gift.

Featuring 50 beautiful illustrations and innovative paper design, New York (Paperscapes) is both a book and a lovely
decoration that you can proudly display.

The press-out sections allow you to reveal the outlines of each building, creating the familiar cityscape of New York.
Accompanying each illustration is an authoritative and compelling description that covers the key facts and history of New
York's most striking architecture, allowing readers to explore the city in a way they never have before.

About the Author
Dr Tom Wilkinson is History Editor of the Architectural Review and Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at the Warburg
Institute. He is the author of Bricks and Mortals: Ten Great Buildingsand the People They Made, which was longlisted for
the Guardian First Book Award and was translated into five languages. He has curated lecture series at the Royal
Academy and Soane Museum, and is co-director of New Architecture Writers.

Paperscapes: the book that transform into a work of art. Whether you're interested in reading a classic from Lewis Carroll,
exploring the cityscape of London or learning about plants and animals, Paperscapes books offer everything a traditional
book would, and then uses innovative design and beautiful illustrations to let readers turn their book into a work of art.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 London (Paperscapes)
Sandra Lawrence, Paperscapes

Features press-out shapes, enabling you to transform the book into a work of art, creating a cityscape of over
50 landmark London buildings.

Description
Turn your Paperscapes book into a work of art and the perfect gift.

Featuring 50 beautiful illustrations and innovative paper design, Paperscapes London is both a book and a lovely
decoration that you can proudly display.

The press-out sections allow you to reveal the outlines of each building, creating the familiar cityscape of London.
Accompanying each illustration is an authoritative and compelling description that covers the key facts and history of
London's most striking architecture, allowing readers to explore the city in a way they never have before.

Watch the videos on our Paperscapes author page to see your book transform into a dazzling skyline.

About the Author
Sandra Lawrence is a journalist and author. She writes for the Evening Standard, Guardian, Financial Times, The Times,
Londonist.com and the English Garden. She is the London columnist for British Heritage magazine and is on the Q&A
panel of experts for History Revealed magazine. Her travel writing is collected on madamepassepartout.com.

Paperscapes: the book that transform into a work of art. Whether you're interested in reading a classic from Lewis Carroll,
exploring the cityscape of London or learning about plants and animals, Paperscapes books offer everything a traditional
book would, and then uses innovative design and beautiful illustrations to let readers turn their book into a work of art.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Aviary (Paperscapes)
Matt Merritt

Features press-out sections, enabling you to turn two-dimensional images into a beautiful 3D display. Contains
more than 50 beautifully illustrated birds, described by nature writer and poet Matt Merritt.

Description
This beautifully designed book is the perfect gift for any nature lover.

Exquisite ornithological illustrations accompany a lyrical text that brings to life more than 50 species, from the little-known
kakapo to the familiar robin.

Press-out sections enable you to reveal the outlines of the birds and transform your book into a work of art.

To see how your Paperscapes book can be transformed, check out the video below (just above the reviews) or have a
look at the Paperscapes author page.

About the Author
Matt Merritt is the Editor of Bird Watching, Britain's best-selling birdwatching magazine, and a published poet with four
collections to his name. He is frequently invited to give talks and readings, and is the Poetry Editor of the literary
magazine Under the Radar. His non-fiction book A Sky Full of Birds was shortlisted for Richard Jefferies Society & White
Horse Bookshop Literary Prize 2017 and longlisted for the Wainwright Prize 2017.

Paperscapes: the book that transform into a work of art. Whether you're interested in reading a classic from Lewis Carroll,
exploring the cityscape of London or learning about plants and animals, Paperscapes books offer everything a traditional
book would, and then uses innovative design and beautiful illustrations to let readers turn their book into a work of art.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Flower Garden (Paperscapes)
Michael Scott

Features press-out shapes, enabling you to transform a book into a work of art.

Description
**A BEAUTIFUL NEW SERIES FOR NATURE LOVERS**

This lavish book displays and describes the characteristics of more than 50 varieties of flower. Exquisite botanical
illustrations accompany a lyrical text by nature writer and botanist Michael Scott.

Press-out sections enable you to reveal the outlines of the flowers and transform your book into a work of art.

About the Author
Michael Scott studied botany at Aberdeen University. He is a former Scottish Officer of Plantlife, the wild plant
conservation charity, and former Deputy Chairman of Scottish Natural Heritage. He is the author of several books on
flowers and was awarded an OBE in 2005 for services to biodiversity conservation in Scotland.

Paperscapes: the book that transform into a work of art. Whether you're interested in reading a classic from Lewis Carroll,
exploring the cityscape of London or learning about plants and animals, Paperscapes books offer everything a traditional
book would, and then uses innovative design and beautiful illustrations to let readers turn their book into a work of art.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How to Fart at Work
Mats and Enzo

Sequel to the best-selling and highly influential How to Poo at Work.

Description
From the toilet etiquette experts who brought you the global game-changer How to Poo at Work comes an equally
essential guide: How to Fart at Work. Anyone who has ever worked in an office, or indeed any other enclosed space, has
at one time or another been confronted with this gut-wrenching problem. Fortunately, Mats & Enzo have spent years
studying this fragrant issue, occasionally putting themselves in highly dangerous situations armed only with a single gas
mask for protection.

With informative illustrations to help elucidate their findings, How to Fart at Work is a practical guide to solving every
gaseous situation you might find yourself in. Whether you smelt it or you dealt it, Mats & Enzo's expert advice will allow
you to not only smooth your way through any smelly moments, but they will even teach you how to further your career
with flatulence!

About the Author
Mats trained an automotive engineer, and has worked in engineering and marketing internationally (Canada, France,
Slovenia). He is currently creating a subsidiary of a French company in Eastern Europe, which allows him to research
going to the toilet and having sex (not at the same time though).

Enzo obtained a master's degree in marketing and has international experience in several different fields (food industry,
automotive industry, videogames, finance).
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How to Bonk At Work
Mats and Enzo&nbsp;

A humorous, tongue-in-cheek guide to bonking at work.

Description
How to Bonk at Work is the only guide to getting your end away at work, and is bursting with useful advice that you'll need
if you are to have any chance of 'fishing on the company pier'. It starts with the Golden Rules of Workplace Fornication
and follows up with many practical, real-life examples, showing you not only how to do it, but how to enjoy getting the job
done while you're on the job!

How to Bonk at Work includes advice on selecting your optimum bonk partner, a list of the best places to bonk, an Office
Bonkasutra (more than 50 workplace positions), details of how to avoid pre- and post-bonk problems and how to improve
your life by becoming a regular workplace bonker. All are complemented by useful diagrams, expert opinions and
testimonials.

The only guide to getting your end away at work, bursting with useful advice including useful diagrams, expert opinions
and testimonials.

About the Author
Mats trained an automotive engineer, and has worked in engineering and marketing internationally (Canada, France,
Slovenia). He is currently creating a subsidiary of a French company in Eastern Europe, which allows him to research
going to the toilet and having sex (not at the same time though). Enzo obtained a master's degree in marketing and has
international experience in several different fields (food industry, automotive industry, videogames, finance).
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How to Poo at Work
Mats and Enzo

The globally bestselling guide to relieving yourself in the workplace.

Description
Are you sitting comfortably? Then I'll begin... This hilarious book could save your career and get you the keys to the
executive washroom! It is the ultimate guide to going to the toilet at work, and is filled with practical advice for dealing with
all sorts of poop-related problems.

What to do if: you are 'ill'; a colleague follows you into the bathroom; the flush doesn't work; no paper; no seat; your
colleagues arrive; your phone rings; and many more real-life situations that are tough to cope with. All are complemented
by useful diagrams.

About the Author
Mats is a man who has worked in companies around the world so he knows his way around an executive washroom,
boardroom and even bedroom.

Enzo is a fun-loving guy who works for a major multinational company. He cannot reveal his real name in case his art
suffers and his relentless pursuit of pleasure at work (and elsewhere) is affected.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 How to Poo Your Way to the Top
Mats and Enzo

Filled with essential advice, handy diagrams and fill-in charts, How to Poo Your Way to the Top will help you
float to the top of the pile!

Description
Mats & Enzo are the toilet etiquette experts who brought you the bestselling, prize-winning How to Poo at Work. Not
content with this outstanding contribution to the development of the human race, they bring you How to Poo Your Way to
the Top. This new book develops the themes of the original, and makes sure you maximise your advance knowledge of
pooing in the workplace not just to get by, but to enhance and advance your career! With this book you will gain all the
knowledge you need to advance through the ranks and stand out from all the others in the cubicle!

Filled with essential advice, handy diagrams and fill-in charts, How to Poo Your Way to the Top will help you float to the
top of the pile!

About the Author
Mats is a man who has worked in companies around the world so he knows his way around an executive washroom,
boardroom and even bedroom.

Enzo is a fun-loving guy who works for a major multinational company. He cannot reveal his real name in case his art
suffers and his relentless pursuit of pleasure at work (and elsewhere) is affected.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Pop! The World of Pop Art
John Finlay

Pop art is one of the most pivotal movements in modern art. It challenged the conventional idea of fine art and
recognised the pervasive nature of materialism and consumerism that had taken over 20th century society.

Description
This beautifully illustrated book explores Pop art's origins in modern European avant-garde movements such as Cubism
and Dadaism, prior to its true beginnings in early 1950's London with the Independent Group and their fascination with
American popular culture - leading to the name "Pop". Guiding the reader through the work of some of the most well-
known practitioners, such as Warhol and Lichtenstein, this compelling book also travels the world to examine how Pop art
influenced artists as far afield as Italy, Spain, Finland, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. Key figures include Japan's
Yayoi Kusama and Italy's Mimmo Rotella.

POP! The World of Pop Art explains how - and why - this movement appealed to so many diverse artists on so many
levels, including often overlooked female artists who were central to the Pop art scene. Finally, POP! considers the
influence of Pop art on other genres, in particular as the precursor to post-modernism and contemporary forms of art.

With 15 faithfully reproduced documents, including items from the studios of a number of artists, POP! The World of Pop
Art gives a unique insight into this celebrated movement.

About the Author
John Finlay studied Art History and Theory at Essex University and received his MA and PhD from the Courtauld Institute
of Art, London. He is a historian of French history, specializing in twentieth-century modern art. He has contributed to
international journals, including the Burlington Magazine and Apollo Magazine, with articles on topics including Picasso,
Giacometti, Cubism and Surrealism. His previous book Picasso's World is published by Goodman Books.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Science Fiction Puzzle Book
Tim Dedopulos

Enter the genre-defining worlds created by five masters of speculative fiction in The Science Fiction Puzzle
Book. Featuring the prolific works of Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury, Arthur C. Clarke, Robert A. Heinlein and
Ursula K. Le Guin, become part of their futuristic, dystopian and world-building adventures with this series
of enigmatic puzzles.

Description
This book draws from the many different worlds, galaxies and universes featured in Asimov, Bradbury, Heinlein, Clarke
and Le Guin's works to create more than 100 futuristic riddles and enigmas. The puzzles are inspired by their most
famous works - including Asimov's 'Foundation' series, Le Guin's 'Earthsea' saga and Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451 - along
with many other much-loved titles. Stylish artworks and illustrations are included to re-create the atmosphere of each
captivating tale.

Containing more than 100 enigmas, riddles and conundrums, all taking inspiration from their extraordinary stories and
vivid worlds, explore new galaxies and new technologies while solving challenges all written in the distinctive and brilliant
styles of these five stars of science fiction.

'A knotty puzzle may hold up a scientist for a century' - Isaac Asimov, The Robots of Dawn.

About the Author
Tim Dedopulos is an author, puzzle setter and editor. He worked for Wizards of the Coast and White Wolf, and has
written role-playing games and fiction. He wrote The Ultimate 1001 Puzzle Book and The Greatest Puzzles Ever Solved
(both Carlton). He lives in central London.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 On Animals
Susan Orlean

A delightful and entertaining collection of a lifetime of musings, meditations and in-depth profiles about
animals, by the bestselling author of The Orchid Thief and The Library Book.

Description
'How we interact with animals has preoccupied philosophers, poets, and naturalists for ages,' writes Susan Orlean. Since
the age of six, when Orlean wrote and illustrated a book called Herbert the Near-Sighted Pigeon, she's been drawn to
stories about how we live with animals, and how they abide by us. Now, in On Animals, she examines animal-human
relationships through the compelling tales she has written over the course of her celebrated career.

These stories consider a range of creatures - the household pets we dote on, the animals we raise to end up as meat on
our plates, the creatures who could eat us for dinner, the various tamed and untamed animals we share our planet with
who are central to human life. In her own backyard, Orlean discovers the delights of keeping chickens. In a different
backyard, in New Jersey, she meets a woman who has twenty-three pet tigers - something none of her neighbours knew
about until one of the tigers escapes. In Iceland, the world's most famous whale resists the efforts to set him free; in
Morocco, the world's hardest-working donkeys find respite at a special clinic. We meet a show dog and a lost dog and a
pigeon who knows exactly how to get home.

Equal parts delightful and profound, enriched by Orlean's stylish prose and precise research, these stories celebrate the
meaningful cross-species connections that grace our collective existence.

About the Author
Susan Orlean has been a staff writer at The New Yorker since 1992. She is the author of seven books, including Rin Tin
Tin, Saturday Night, The Orchid Thief, which was made into the Academy Award-winning film Adaptation, and The Library
Book. She lives with her family and her animals in Los Angeles and New York and may be reached at SusanOrlean.com
and Twitter.com/SusanOrlean.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Importance of Being Interested
Robin Ince

The popular comedian and presenter journeys through science, explaining why it should be for everyone -
including enthusiastic amateurs.

Description
'A delightful and scintillating hymn to science.' - Carlo Rovelli

Comedian Robin Ince quickly abandoned science at school, bored by a fog of dull lessons and intimidated by the barrage
of equations. But, twenty years later, he fell in love and he now presents one of the world's most popular science
podcasts. Every year he meets hundreds of the world's greatest thinkers.

In this erudite and witty book, Robin reveals why scientific wonder isn't just for the professionals. Filled with interviews
featuring astronauts, comedians, teachers, quantum physicists, neuroscientists and more - as well as charting Robin's
own journey with science - The Importance of Being Interested explores why many wrongly think of the discipline as
distant and difficult. From the glorious appeal of the stars above to why scientific curiosity can encourage much needed
intellectual humility, this optimistic and profound book will leave you filled with a thirst for intellectual adventure.

About the Author
Robin Ince is the co-creator and presenter of the BBC Radio 4 show The Infinite Monkey Cage, which has won multiple
awards include the Sony Gold and Rose d'Or. In 2019 he played to over a quarter of a million people with Brian Cox on
their world tour which has put them in the Guinness Book of Records for the most tickets sold for a science show. He is
author of I'm a Joke and So Are You and also won Celebrity Mastermind but forgot that calcium was the dominant
element of chalk. He is currently trying to invent an effective satnav for people who believe the world is flat.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Hot Air
Peter Stott

The shocking inside story of the fight to halt climate change over the past twenty-five years by a world-
renowned scientist.

Description
Ours is the age of global warming. Rising sea levels, extreme weather, forest fires. Dire warnings are everywhere, so why
has it taken so long for the crisis to be recognised?

Here, for the first time, climate scientist Peter Stott reveals the bitter fight to get international recognition for what, among
scientists, has been known for decades: human activity causes climate change. Across continents and against the efforts
of sceptical governments, prominent climate change deniers and shadowy lobbyists, Hot Air is the urgent story of how the
science was developed, how it has been repeatedly sabotaged and why humanity hasn't a second to spare in the fight to
halt climate change.

About the Author
Professor Peter Stott is a Science Fellow in Climate Attribution at the Met Office's Hadley Centre and Professor in
Detection and Attribution at the University of Exeter. He has played a leading role in the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change and has been published in Nature and Science among many other journals.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Year of Chaos
Malachi O'Doherty

The shocking story of the worst year of violence in Northern Ireland during the Troubles, which included
Bloody Sunday, published to coincide with the 50th anniversary.

Description
In the 11 months between August 1971 and July 1972, Northern Ireland experienced its worst year of violence. The 'year
of chaos' came between two major military operations, namely the introduction of internment of IRA suspects, without
trial, and Operation Motorman, the invasion of barricaded no-go areas in Belfast and Derry.

The internment raids created huge disaffection in the Catholic communities and provoked an escalation of violence. This
led to the British government taking full control of Northern Ireland and negotiating directly with the IRA leadership.
Operation Motorman, on a similar scale, then dampened down the violence a year later. No future year of the Troubles
experienced such death and destruction.

During this whole period, Malachi O'Doherty was a cub reporter in Belfast, working in the city, covering the violence,
returning home at night to a no-go area behind the barricades where the streets were patrolled by armed IRA men.

O'Doherty takes readers on a journey, at this time of crucial change, through the events of that terrible year, which he
argues should be a reminder that political and military miscalculation can lead to civil war and that there is no more urgent
need for creative political thinking than now, in the new instability created by demographic change, one hundred years
after the partition of Ireland.

About the Author
Malachi O'Doherty is a writer and broadcaster based in Belfast. He is a regular contributor to the Belfast Telegraph and to
several BBC radio programmes. He covered the Troubles and the peace process as a journalist and has written for
several Irish and British newspapers and magazines, including the Irish Times, the New Statesman, the Scotsman and
the Guardian.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Chief of Staff
Gavin Barwell

A revelatory political memoir by Theresa May's former chief of staff.

Description
Once a more sedate affair, since 2016, British politics has witnessed a barrage of crises, resignations and general
elections. As Brexit became logjammed, Theresa May's premiership was the most turbulent of all. In her darkest hour,
following the disastrous 2017 election, she turned to Gavin Barwell to restore her battered authority. He would become
her Chief of Staff for the next two years - a period punctuated by strained negotiations, domestic tragedy, and intense
political drama.

In this gripping insider memoir, Barwell reveals what really went on in the corridors of power - and sheds a vital light on
May, the most inscrutable of modern prime ministers. He was by her side when she negotiated her Brexit deal, met
Donald Trump, heard about the poisoning of the Skripals in Salisbury, responded to the Grenfell Tower fire, met Jeremy
Corbyn and Keir Starmer to broker a cross-party Brexit agreement - and ultimately made the decision to stand down as
Prime Minister. Revealing how government operates during times of crisis, this will become the definitive record of a
momentous episode in Britain's recent political history.

About the Author
Gavin Barwell was Downing Street chief of staff to former Prime Minister Theresa May, following the general election in
June 2017. Now sitting in the House of Lords, he was an MP for Croydon Central from 2010 until 2017.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The Prime Ministers We Never Had
Steve Richards

A fascinating history of the almost men and women in UK politics by a seasoned political journalist.

Description
Was Harold Wilson a bigger figure than Denis Healey? Was John Major more 'prime ministerial' than Michael Heseltine?
What would Britain look like today if David Miliband had become Labour leader instead of his brother Ed? Would Jeremy
Corbyn have done a better job of handling the Covid-19 pandemic than Boris Johnson?

In this piercing and original history, Steve Richards looks at eleven prime ministers we never had, examining what made
each of these illustrious figures unique and why they failed to make the final leap to the top. Based on unprecedented
access and interviews with figures like Roy Jenkins, Barbara Castle, Michael Portillo, the Miliband brothers and many
more, this fascinating study of failure and success sheds new light on some of the most compelling characters in British
public life.

About the Author
Steve Richards is a political columnist, journalist, and presenter. He regularly presents The Week in Westminster on BBC
Radio 4 and has presented BBC radio series on Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, David Cameron and Theresa May. He also
presented the BBC TV programmes Leadership Reflections: The Modern Prime Ministers and Reflections: The Prime
Ministers We Never Had. He has written for several national newspapers including the Guardian, the Independent and the
Financial Times. He also presents a popular political one man show each year at the Edinburgh Festival and across the
UK.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Spectacular Spreads
Maegan Brown

In Spectacular Spreads—the follow-up to the best-selling Beautiful Boards—The BakerMama builds on her
popular snack boards to create 50 easy, delightful, and family-friendly food spreads and build-your-own
food bars for every occasion.

Description
The BakerMama is back! In this follow-up to her bestselling Beautiful Boards, Maegan Brown takes her super-popular
snack boards to the next level—filling a table or kitchen counter—with 50 delicious, inspiring, family-friendly, and easy-to-
put-together food spreads and DIY bars for all occasions.Not just a cookbook, but an entertaining resource, Spectacular
Spreads features over 250 recipes, gorgeous photography, and endless ideas that you can follow to a tee or mix and
match. The BakerMama shares even more of her tips and tricks for effortless, stress-free, and foolproof entertaining that
will impress your guests and feed a hungry crowd, all while allowing you to relax and enjoy the occasion. Visually exciting
and deliciously enticing, the spreads and bars are comprised of a combination of yummy recipes and easy-to-find fresh
and prepared foods. In this stunning book, you will find spreads for special occasions, holidays, breakfast and brunch,
lunch and dinner, dessert, and drinks, including:

- Build Your Own Breakfast Tacos
- Top Your Own Pizza
- Top Your Own Mac n Cheese
- Fill Your Own Chili Bowl
- Fathers Day Dinner
- Cinco de Mayo
- Halloween Snacks
- Holiday Cookie Exchange
- Slumber Party
- Tailgate Brunch
- The Big Game
- Luau Birthday Party
- Make Your Own Ice Cream Sandwich
- Caramel Apple Bar
- Blend Your Own Smoothies
- Mix Your Own Margarita
- and much more!

Once again, the BakerMama has innovated the world of entertaining, guaranteeing fun and memorable gatherings with
your family and friends.

About the Author
Maegan Brown is the best-selling author of Beautiful Boards. She started blogging in 2012 and has over 500 originalRock Point Gift & Stationery
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 The US Constitution and Other Writings by the Founding Fathers
Editors of Rock Point

US Constitution and Other Writings by the Founding Fathers is an elegantly presented collection of the US
Constitution and other significant documents and writings from Americas founding.

Description
This elegant book collects the essential historical documents that laid the foundation for the United States and charted the
course of the nation's growth and development. Featuring an introduction by Andrew S. Trees, this collection gives you a
window into the creation of a democracy that has endured and thrived for over two hundred years. Included are:

- The Constitution of the United States and Bill of Rights
- The Declaration of Independence
- The Federalist Papers
- The Articles of Confederation
- Common Sense
- President George Washingtons First Inaugural and Farewell Addresses
- And much more

This beautifully packaged collection of the most important documents of the nations founding makes an excellent
keepsake for American history enthusiasts. The Timeless Classics series from Rock Point brings together the works of
classic authors from around the world. Complete and unabridged, these elegantly designed gift editions feature luxe,
patterned endpapers, ribbon markers, and foil and deboss details on vibrantly colored cases. Celebrate these beloved
works of literature as true standouts in your personal library collection.

About the Author
Rock Point Gift & Stationery features creative products including journals, kits, gift books, and calendars. Whether it's
learning about how to draw calligraphy animals, learning some traditional origami with kits that include books and
beautiful papers, or simply jotting down notes in beautiful journals, Rock Point offers an inspired and innovative range of
products that will appeal to inventive and creative people.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 A Woman Made of Snow
Elisabeth Gifford

A gorgeous, haunting and captivating novel of a century-long family mystery in the wilds of Scotland, and one
woman's hunt for the truth.

Description
Scotland, 1949: Caroline Gillan and her new husband Alasdair have moved back to Kelly Castle, his dilapidated family
estate in the middle of nowhere. Stuck caring for their tiny baby, and trying to find her way with an opinionated mother-in-
law, Caroline feels adrift, alone and unwelcome.

But when she is tasked with sorting out the family archives, Caroline discovers a century-old mystery that sparks her back
to life. There is one Gillan bride who is completely unknown - no photos exist, no records have been kept - the only thing
that is certain is that she had a legitimate child. Alasdair's grandmother.

As Caroline uncovers a strange story that stretches as far as the Arctic circle, her desire to find the truth turns obsessive.
And when a body is found in the grounds of the castle, her hunt becomes more than just a case of curiosity. What
happened all those years ago? Who was the bride? And who is the body...?

About the Author
Elisabeth Gifford grew up in a vicarage in the industrial Midlands. She studied French literature and world religions at
Leeds University. She has a Diploma in Creative Writing from Oxford OUDCE and an MA in Creative Writing from Royal
Holloway College. She is married with three children, and lives in Kingston upon Thames.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 Christmas with the Surplus Girls
Polly Heron

The third in a quartet of sagas set during the early 1920s, following three Surplus Girls - those women whose
dreams of marriage perished in the Great War, after the deaths of millions of young men - and the new
lives they forged for themselves.

Description
After the sorrows of war, can Christmas wishes come true?

Manchester, 1922.: Nancy Pike is out of her depth. A pupil at the Miss Heskeths' school for surplus girls, she's blundering
through her lessons and her job placements. She never wanted to leave her beloved pie-shop job, but she knows she
needs to better herself. Her only joy is getting to know the children at St Anthony's orphanage. And working for Mr
Zachary Milner twice a week.

Zachary's new business is off to a flying start. Alone in the world since the death of his brother, he's determined to do well
for the both of them. And Nancy's presence has brought a little sunshine back into his life. But when she makes a terrible
mistake that puts his livelihood in jeopardy, he has no choice but to let her go.

As Nancy struggles to find a way to make it up to him, she must also try to make this Christmas the best the orphans
have ever seen - or risk losing yet another chance to help her family. As she battles the prejudices around her, and her
own fear, can she bring a little Christmas cheer to the orphanage, and maybe even to Zachary Milner?

The third in a quartet of sagas set during the early 1920s, following three Surplus Girls - those women whose dreams of
marriage perished in the Great War, after the deaths of millions of young men - and the new lives they forged for
themselves.

About the Author
Polly Heron has worked as a librarian specialising in work with schools and children, an infant teacher, a carer and a
cook. She lives in Llandudno in North Wales with her husband and two rescue cats, but her writing is inspired by her
Mancunian roots. She enjoys reading, gardening, needlework and cooking and she loves living by the sea.
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AUSTRALIA NOVEMBER 2021 A Very Special Christmas
Anna Jacobs

Description
Abigail Beadle has given two decades of her life to caring for her late father and looking after the centuries old family
home Ashgrove House. She has never married because Lucas Chadwick, the man she loved when she was young, left
the village suddenly with his family.

When her loathed stepmother dies Abigail is glad to be released from the woman's nagging and bullying, but the will she
left casts doubt on Abigail's inheritance. It is not until Lucas returns to the village, and helps to get to the bottom of the
complicated situation, that Abigail begins to believe her life might be able to start at last.

About the Author
Anna Jacobs is the author of over ninety novels and is addicted to storytelling. She grew up in Lancashire, emigrated to
Australia in the 1970s and writes stories set in both countries.
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